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FOREWORD

This publication is a supplement to the Drama Education Guidelines
published by, the office of the Superintendent of Public Instructio
1972. That doctimentirprdvided an Oerview Of' the various componen
drama instruction: some selected Objectives *and activities, sugge ions
for. the development of a drama facility and recOmmendations for to er
preparation. Classroom teachers, however, indicated that more help was ep
needed in developing a Suitable drama program specifically for the
elementary schools. -This docUment his been developed in an attempt to
meet that need.

The writers areparticularly concerned that the performing arts-continue
to be viewed as an intrinsic-part-othe educational process. The
performing arteemust not be shunted of to the side of the curriculum(
but should be integrated into the regular pattern of activities children s.
are experienCing. Hopefully this document will assist it achieving!, that
goal.

4
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note for Teachers

4

.
.

Normally "drama" is defined as the producaon of a.play for an audience.
.Drilliais that, but it is so much more than that. The writers would like
you to think of drama as a process of involving personsln,imagining, -."

creating, impersonating and communicating. Participant learns about
what'people.are and what they oanybecomei what Iam and What I can .

become:. ore specifically, when children are reading'about characters,
can they assume the role Of a character and speak from the point of view
of that character? What an opportunity Tor improving reading comprg-
hension and sensitivity to the writ* word by providing an opportunity
for the children 'to .reflect 'on how a charecter thinks and feels!

The writers see performance, then, both'aS -poduct and. process:. he
outcome'might be a Production for otheri,othe outiome'rniiht,he p r-
ticipation-lir a variety Of improvised,eituatiOni performed withi the
classroom involving classmates and oneself. This volume emphl"sizes the
latter; it' scresses.participation with purpose.. We 'hope it is helpful
to you in providing a classroom where children learn from bOoks, from
others and through their own-experiencing. -,,,,

&
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Note for, Administrators -

The goals and. activities in this book will help your school relate to
.broad system goals such as those found in .Goals for the Washington
Common S'hools or the Phi Delta Kappa Educational Goals and Objectives.
More specifically, active student involvement in drama.can help in those
affective areas (e.g., "the student values his own uniqueness") so
difficult to assess but so vital to a successful school experiew.

In several sections of this publication the student experiences have
been cross- referenced to course goals in several Tri-County Course Goal
collections to help educators integrate drama within the language arts
curriculum as well as with other disciplines. Where feasible, goals
from. the collections were used in developing this guide. Where such
goals were lacking, the committee created them. If you will turn to a
page in MOVEMENT EXPLORATION, in the right hand margin there is a'
subject area anda code number. The subject area relates to a course
goal collection and the code relates to a section in that volume's
taxonomy._ The writers avoided listing a goal after each activity; the
listings are suggestive rather than exhaustive.

If teachers do not feel comfortable working with drama goals and ac-
tivities, may we suggest that there are numerous educators with strong
backgrounds in drama who would be willing to proVide inservice training.
For help contact either a college or university, or the President of the
Washington Association of Theatre Artists, c the office of dile Super-
intendent of.Public Instruction or one of ttie writers ,of this guide.
There is a sizable group of trained drama edusetors who are very willing
to be of help to youand your staff.

1
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INTRODUCTION'

This publication has seen developeefrOm the premise that

Rationale THE ACTIVITY OF'DRAMA IS CENTRAI, TO A CHILD'S LANGUAGING EXPERIENCE.

Each child is uniquely himself. Yet each child is fundamentally

similar to alrother-ZEildren. --Egn one has-tniversai-imaginingsu---

yearnings.-4--eonflidts-iAlqP40,-drea,ma.__ Each child_thinksfeels,_ acts

and interacts with people, things and ifta

Background

Purpose of
publication

By nature, a child expresses through "dramatic play." A child

imagines, impersonates, imitates "something in life" by improvising

actions and words. These processes are natural. According to

Piaget and his fellow researchers a child's natural inclination to

become involved in "dramatic" of "symbolic play" is one of the modes

used to foster the development of intellectual and languaging

processes.

This publication is an effort to'share points of view on how to

involve children in the activity of drama. For a comprehensive

discussion of-the underlying philosophy, please examine Drama

Education Guidelines, published in 1972 by the office of the

Superintendent of Public Instruction.' That documett was prepar by

a committee of the Washington Association of Theatre Artists (WAT

0 in cooperation with perionnel in the office of the State Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction. It was this publication that

spearheaded the need for the present guide which foduses op drama

goals, activities and assessment procedures.

The purpose of this Publication is to help the classroom teacher

1) init.-ate drama activities;`

2) unklerstand the relationship of the activities to one

an her, to the goals of the teacher and to the interests

ka d capabilities of children;

r

3Y us drama activities as an integral part of the classroom
curriculum rather than as an appendage;

4) understand that the art of drama is formed and erformed

by human beings for other human beings;

5) determine whether the drama program is accomplishing its

ittentions.2

I Also see;"Nature of the Drama Curriculum," DRAMA EDUCATION

GIJIDELINE, tent Gallagher, Editor,#Office of the 'Superintendent

df Publinstruction, Olympia, Washington.

2 See pp. 1L25 of DRAMA EDUCATION GUIDELINES for additional-

samples of concepts, objectives and activities.

10
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Organization This publication focuses ()lithe three essential components of the
art of drama: ACTING, PLAYMAKING, AUDIENCE., Activities- and goals
for ACTING are organized into the elements of MOVEMENT EXPLORATION,

...41
SPEECH EXPLORATION an4 IMPROVISATION EXPLORATION.

of

publication

PLAYMAKING activities are organized into the4elements
CHARACTER, THEME _and_DIALOGUE

AUDIENCE activities are also included.

Criteria
for

selecting
activities

Suggestions
for class-
room use

1) time

Alocation

2) conceptual

learning

3) cautions
on use of
goals and

skills

Activities are also 1,Rterrelated to other gubject areas 0fthe,
elementary curriculum. To show this relationship, some activities
have adesignatIon on the right margin which indicates the specific
aspect of another discipline to which this activity applies. A
drama activity will, often relate to the needs of other discipline
areas such as health, reading or sqcial studies, as well as meeting
ACTING and PLAYMAKING needs. More impOrtant, the disciplines
themselves need to be interrelated around human needs, interests and
conditions. Drama activities canbe,the languaging experience which eo
brings these elements together.

Each activity is child-drama-goal oriented; and, was selected to

1) involve each child with a specificgoal,focusing on a basic
drama concept;

2) provide a variety of language skills and processes (such
as acting, interacting and performing);,

3) take place, in a planned environment;

4) prepare a child tq actively partic

Ciildren are often unable at the outset to concentrate their full
attention on the activities, so several ten to twenty minvte periods
each week are recomfnende . However, as children progress from
simple to more/conhlex tivities and become involved in the 'Proc-
esses of playdaVhg, on4er rathei than shorter petiods.of time are

=needed.
I

Teaching of sever concepts in concert appears to result in string-
er learniyig than/ he teaching of concepts in isolation. A teacher
might foFus children's learning on an exploration of MOVEMENT,
SPEECH Old IMPROVISATION concepts` concurrently. For instance; in a,.

-thirtyilminute period, ten minutes might be allowed for an explora-
tion activity from each area.

,

s
. ,../

-

Avote viewing goals, skills and activities, in a linear manner. Some
go9is andAkills are prerequisite to others for instance, movement
arAl sp 'e911. exploration activities normally precede playmaking

.

/'

aictivi lies. But other goals and skilld funStion independently --t

locomo
ive activities (skipping, jumping) may preceAe or follow non:-

/ocomotive activities (creating a mask with your face). Try not to
be too arbitrary!

s.

3 See the "Note for Administrators."

-8-
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4)_ teaching

procedures

a

/

Assessing 'a

drama
program,

.

1) - lassroom'

-ass ssment

ethods, procedures and .

ear students. However,

vemept ±ft actipg,and,play-

cedutes may,proVa Useful.
ay to begin each,;drami class
ecome more reeeptive to
dt- mug, -tilw mein- tie tiv,ity -----

the goat and answers any

ren may :ve. ft 'ren then explore the activity

eme-h Followingt:the-explaratiam,

s always eva s s oneby the partici--
ivity, for it is important for a childto learn to I

uative.

It Ts assumed that teachers will use the

*auseo /the na Urea.,chlid's in

qr. most effective for t

/making, some su'gg:stions for.geperal
plIOVEMENT/EXPLOW ON is an effectiv

/the child tends to relax an
sensory" stimuli. 4:Wing the mo
is presented/. T e teacher cl

questions tihe c

am fa-
theexperience
pants in the ac
become Self-eva

Any drama prog
child using bo
the child's u
some suggeste

tudent asse

am assessment schdme should focus, first, on the
y and language-in the dramatic form and, secondly, on
derstanding of,tfie dramatis process. Here, then, are .

assessment, activities ::

sment o tions
, /

- I

M si'student performances can he reasonably assessed i\ a

lmple yes/no fashion. If the goalstates that "the
tudent is able do'iMProvise physical actions that are

/true to. imagined'irCumstances," hen the participant/
!teacher/audience determines whether the participant has
accomplished that goal through at least'ona activity.
Obviously. the emphasis must be to build on what each child

/ can do and ,to encourage further growth. Student success
/' will occur very naturally if appropriate goal's are selected

and if the activities are,based.on the teacher's diagnosis
!kof student capabilities.:.

. .Students as performers and/or active observers should be-
able to determine whether,a given, al has been reasonably
reached. This self/audience evaluation is a critical
.factor in helping students develop clearer expectations
for themselves of what constitutes achievemente

,

3. Specific behavioral objectives may baused'within these

a) Avoid mandating very specific tasks.for all.
children when variation in performances will
ilEdomplish the intent. Let your goals:act as,

the structure for creating', but allow the
student creations to vary.

b) Treat behavipral.objectives is indicitors as to
2 'whether or not,goals' were achieved.- Within this

perspective, any of-several performance indcators
might be adteptable. ,

#

.40

. 9 -
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2) progran
assessment

1

c) Encourage the child to state his own objective - -
and accomplish it.

d) Encourage the.perfOrmer and/or his audience td-
determine if the objective,was accomplished.

4. Letter grades, if they must be used, should reflect tpe
child's growth in relation to his own capabilities.
Evaluation should be a means to identify successes and
development as well as to-help chart future possiblities.

5. Avoid approval/disapproval value judgments about the
st\zdent; instead, focuS your comments on the achievement
of the task.

Program assessment options

These evaluation que4ons and strategies might.be considered when
determining the effectiveness of a school or district program.

1: Are there drama-goals for the schools? for the district?
Some sort of curriculum statement is needed to legitimize
drama learnings in the curriculum. 'such statements

/ should be related to broad district goals.

1.

2. Can teachers determine '(diagnose) the approximate level of
"dramatic play competency" of a student.? Can the student
perform with others,as a part of a whole class ("We are
steeds in a heavyxwind...")? as a distinct character among
others? alone in a pantomime?. Can he identify a plot?
Can he create a plot with others? by himself?

3: Do classroom programs include reasonable opportunities for
students to become actively involved in drama activities?
Granted that drama activities ought to be a part of the

, curriculum, then are they? 'A simple description of drama
usedsed in a classroom, or an occasional student

.presentation twhers, can be indicators that children
-

' are participating in appropriate activities. ithout
active participation the skills canno9be learned.

4. A principal, consultant or head teacher might gather the
goals teachers say they are using. In faculty meetings a
drama, goal can be displayed and teachers asked to assemble
in trios for\10 minutes. The teachers might identify four
different ways to work toward that goal in their class-
rooms. Can t
designed to me
may need to be

identify various language'experiences
the -,:d1? Our imagination and perceptions

hallenge as well as those of children.

5. One day h -ek 10 teachers this question: "What are
your lang :ge instruction activities for today?" Do the
responses uggest most language learning is book-centered?
experience centered? Axe the teachers satisfied with tht
bOance?

10 -
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3) learning Even with a teacher's understanding of students, gbals and experi-

theory ences there may still be a lackluster, tiamotivating progradif

assessment learning principles are not used purposefully. There'are several

. excellent sources for describing principles of learning. _Our

purpose can be served by simply mentioning some of the key princi-

ples and raising questions about them.4

GOALS/OBJECTIV4k
1

Do you have/t clear objective in mind for your students?
',/

Do your4tudents know why they ate involved in these language

experiences?

AI

I'

MONITORING

As you help the class move through its experiences, are all the

children moving with you?

Can the assignft4gts be varied to build on the capabilities of

students achieving at different levels? A

MOTIVATION

Is therlearning experience at a level of difficult that it is

both reasonable to achieve and challenging?

What are some ways of helping children -to know how well they are

doing?

What are some -ways of capitalizing on student,interests? student

initiative ?' .

1

]

]

I

RETENTION

Is there a schedule of events that will help you,build on what

has already been taught?

Why would a-child want to remember what he has'learned in his

drama activities? Because they were enjoyable? insightful?

TRANSFER

Are there some past student learnings upon which you can build

to quicken present learning?

How can present learning. be'used to enhance future lea

4_These questions are based on,principles of learning described in

"Theory into Practice" materials developed by Madeline Hunter,

3rincipal, University Elementary School, U.C.L.A. For further

information write TIP Publibations, El Segundo, California. For

information'about the "Theory into Practice" program in the State

of Washington, contact Roberta LaCoste at the Offibe of the

Superintendent of Public Instruction, Olympia, Washington.



ACTING

Acting is ,ire of the child's modes of learning and developing. By

nature a child acts out thoughts and feelings in "drametic pla*." In

this natural learning process the child-spontaneously .uses the entire
self--body, mind, feelings and Voice,

Experiences in acting are designed to help the child discover that the
self is the means of expression in diama. Through continued activities
the child gains skills dhd concepts necessary to consciously use self to
act out actions and words for imagined characters.

Acting experiences emerge from three basic elements of acting: 'MOVEMENT,
.

VOICE and IMPROVISATION.

r .

JA
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A

MOVEMENT
EXPLORATION

Learning Concept

A child's environment is filled with movement. Things move. People
move. A child moves. Every human Vein moves in a unique rhythm
in relationship to thoughts, feelings, needs, wants and purposes.

Movement is aiNasic human m ans of expression. The child's body is a
medium of expression. By exloring the potential far expressive
body movement, a child begins to learn how to use movement to express
thoughts and feelings, and how the ability to control movement enhances
expressiveness. Through a variety of experiences the child will learn
that movement exploration is not restricted by mores, sex or customs.

_-s
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GOALS

I. Locomotion and Non-Locomotion
The student knows that self-expression is enhanced by control
of the body and its movement.

%
II. The student is able to.contrOl body and personal expression by

moving in relation to weight, space, time and flow.;,

III. GroupARelationshipa-
The student is able to move harmoniously with other persons in
pairs, trios, quartets and larger groups.

4

4
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COALS

I. Locomotion and Non-Locomotion
The student knbws that self-expression is enhanced
by control of the body-and its movement..

II. The student is able to control body and personal
expression by moving in relation td weight, space,
time and flow.

III. Group Relationships
The student is able to move harmoniously...5rh
other persons in pairs, trios, quartets and
larger groups.

EXPERIENCES:

1. "'Mirrored Hands: Two children put hands up to each
other, almost topching,.and move hands to follow
each other's movements. One child imagines him-
self to be the mirror, the other person stands r
in front of the mirror to make sl8W,Movements to
see if the mirror day follow exactly. Children
are instructed to use, in turn, movements of the
hands, arms, head and legs; children are instruct-
ed to alternate the roles of mirror - person
frequently throughout the activity.

2. Nonverbal, Vocabulary: Children express different
feelings and attitudes through their hands.
Children are asked to imagine each hand is a

.puppet expressing the same feelings at the sate
time. As they do this, they should become aware
of how the hands of others express the same feel-
ings in-different movements. Adapt vocabulary to
children's level of understanding.

First show that the puppets are alive
and acEive . .

Now silent and, still. . .

Express happiness (Remember a time when
you were happy). , .

Now be shy. . .

Dont't.be too rough as you express anger
at each other. . .

Now show care and concern for each
other. . .

Now express joy and happiness, to each
other. . .

Now be sad and depressed, first alone,
then together. . .

Now express acceptance. Show you want
to talk with each other. . .

Now show a_different feeling that your
puppets have such as being lonely,
fearful, hateful. . .

- 17 -
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Physical Education:
Games of Low Organ-
1.zation (3.2)

Language Arts:

Dramatic Play
(6.2.4.1, g.1)

Language Arts:
Perception Concepts
(7.1, g.3)
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Now that the'Oildren have a "vocabulary," they
can have a conversation with their hands. En-
courage them to see how much they can communicate
with their hands, by first deciding what they will
talk about such as the weather, the news, sports,'
hobbies, earning money., favorite TV programs.

3. Follow the Leader: One child is chosen as "it"
and leaves the room. Then a leader is chosen from
the remaining children, who are standing in a
circle. The leader starts a movement, such as .

clapping, and "it" is asked to return. The leader
keeps changing the movement and "it" has to guess
who is the leader. "It" is allowed three guesses,
and if incorrect all three times, the child is
"it" again. Howevar.t. if the guess is correct, the
person who was leader has to be "it.'! Instruct
the children to use, in turn, movements of the
hands, arms, legs (feet), head and waist.

4. See if You can bend each of your body parts slowly
back and forth as you hear your teacher name each
one: fingers, wrist, elbowsy shoulders, neck,
head, eyes, mouth; toes.on one foot; knee, waist,
back. Now can you bend them more quickly,as you
listen to your teacher name them? Now see if, you
can keep each body part bending as you add a new
body part. Repeat as before at a pace that seems
to be within the capabilities of the children.

Teacher does the same with the body movement of
twisting and turning, stretching and shaking.
Children are asked to do these in relationship
to differences in time (fast, slow), weight
(heavy and lightly) and space (levels: high-
low- medium).

5. Body Paris and Directions
Look at your hands, and your arms. Reach your
hands and arms forward into space,as far as you
Can. Bring them back and reach out as far as
you can backwards.

Le; one hand lead your arm sideways into space.
Let that hand bring your arm back to your side.
Let the other ha±d lead your other arm sideways
into space. Now let that hand bring that arm
back to your side.

See where your hand can lead your eyes as yoe-move
your hand and arm slowly in the air up high, low
down in front of you and now ba up to your side.

19
-18-

Physical Education:
Games of low
Organization (3.2)

Physical Education:
Locomotor Skills
(1.1, 1.12)

Language Arts:
Gross Motor Coordination
(4.2.1.1)

Physical Education:
Locomotor Skills
(1.1, 1.12)

Language Arts:
Grose Motor Coordination
(4.2.1.1)

Physical Bduc'ation:

Locomotor Skills
(1.1, 1.12)

Language Arts:
Gross Motor Coordi ation
(4.2.1.1)
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See where your hand Can lead your eyes as you
move your hand tomake a large circle in the air
in front of you. See if your hand can make a
different shape in the air. Can your hand make
the shape of a triangle? a square? the first
letter of your name? the shape of the numbers,
from one to'ten? etc.

Tramp youf feet on the floor where youg'are
standing to the sound of the drum. Listen to
the drum. If the drum beats loudly, tramp your
feet loudly. If it beats softly, see if you can
match the beat of the drum with your feet.,

Kick one foot forward. y'bv kick it backwards.
Now kick it sideways. /flow'do the same by kick-
ing yOur foot in slow motion. Now in fast
motion. Now heavily. Now lightly.

Now slowly lift your leg up in front of you.
Slowly bring it back down again to the floor.
Slowly lift your leg up backward.. Slowly bring
it back down again. Now slowly lift yOurleg up
and sideways. Now back again. Now lift your
leg and step forward slowly, ba'kward dlowly,

'sideways and ..now Valk, round and round in a

.

The Oudenis are asked, "How many ways can we
Craver. from one end of the room to the other?" *.
The class will suggest ways'of going suet-jots
walking, skipping, running,, crawling, etc.

Teacher then states, ' {Show how many different

ways you can travel through. the space of the room
kegping as close to the floor as possible."

ii

Imagine the sky has fallen Apd the top of it is
now at your waist--get your head under the'sky.

How many ways can you travel as you imagine you
are going home from school?

Move across the room as many ways as possible,
going from a high level to a low level.

.110 ..111.

20
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Music:

Rhythm'
(1.1, g.6)

1

Physical Education:
.Lodoffiotor Skills

(1.1:1.12)

.Physical Education:

Locomotdr Skills
(1.1, 1.12)

z
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6. 'Imagine you are*

crossing a small brook in the woods- -
balance carefully on stepping stones;

walking up the stairs;
_parading as toy soldiers;

walking in deep snowdrifts.

Run as if you imagine you are

chasing a hat blown by the wind;
late in getting home on time;
running and jumping into a pile of leaves;
running with a kite'blown by a gusty wind.

Hop as if you imagine yourself to.be

Physical Education: '

Locomotor Skills
(1.1, 1.12)

Language Atts:
Dramatic Plily

(6.2.4.1, g.1)

playing hopscotch;
trying to keep warm in'the'freezing cold

winter; a
/

.;;N,....--

holding an injured foot after painfully'
stubbing your toe. T---

*

Jump as if you imagine yourself tobe

jumping higher than an airplane;

jumping/rope;
a japk-in-the-box jumping out after winding
himself down inside of box.

Skip as if you imagine yourself to, be

Little Red Riding Rood skipping to

Grandma's house;
-skipping home after school;
skipping with a partner in time to music.

Leapai if you imagine you are

running through the woods and you, 'come

upon a fallen log that must be leaped

over;
leaping over-a hurdle;
leaping to the other side of a brook.,

Gallop as if you imagine you are

&slow, easy, lady's horse;
a high-stepping, spirited horse;
a-clumsy farmer's horse.

*Slightly modified from Elementary Physical Education,

Grades 1-2-3. 'Tacoma Public Schools. 1066..

a



7.° Walking,

4

Walk quicgy-fromWhere you are to the end of,the
room and balk again.V.

Walk slowly from where you are to the end of:the'

toorkand back/ again.

: - 44A lgWEIy-frorewhere you are to 'the end of the
toom and;back.again... (Repeat with heavy walking.)

,o.

1,4alk:wit'Wth'a littlest steps' on your tiptoes from

where you are to the end of the room and back again
to your place. (Repeat with large steps walking
on the heels,of your feet.) 0

Can you walk in'a circle, the largest circular path
you can walk in, within the space of thik room? -

Can you walk in a circle, the smallest circular path
you can walk in, within the, space of this room?

While walking, can you changedirections when you
hear the drum sound one sharp beat? Each time you
hear a beat see if you can change a directiOn of

walking. Each -time you hear,two beats see if you
can change direction and levels of space as you

' walk.
"(

See if you can walk through the space of the room in
a large figure,eight (8), now in a small figure eight

(8). Can you walk in space in the pattern of the
first letter o your name? the pattern of thelast
letter of your name?

Walk on the inside of your feet as you follow,a
leader through the r9om; on the. outside of your
feet; on your toes; on your heels; on a low
on a low level with hands'on a high level. (The

teacher will give the directions after the children_
have walked for several steps in a speEific 1./Sy.'

I,..

Running
Can 'you rUn'lightly through -the space of the room,

cutting through all of the' space, from tWetime
,you Ire given the signal "begin" until you hear
the*Signal "stop"?

-

I

A

Physical EducaMon:
Locomotor Skills
(1.1, 1.12)

Language Arts:
Casual Listening
(7.5.1, g.4)

Pflysic#1 Education:

Locoideor Skills
(1,1, 1.12) .

v

Languge"Arts:
Gross MotOr,Coordiiiation

.g.1-34
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1./.

Moving on a-low level, can you run lightly
through space until you hear the drum beat,
and then change directions?

Can you run heavily through the space of the
room, And change directions every time you hear
the drum give one loud beat?

1,.

Half of the class will be asked to move out
into the space of the room and sit down an arm's
length apart. The other half of the class will
be asked if they can run through all of the
space among their classmates without touching
a classmate or a runner. '

Language Arts:

Auditory Discrimination /
(7.5.2, g.5)

9. Jumping
Can you jump forward? backward? sideways to Physical Education:
one side? sideways to another side? ,Locomotor Skills .

(1.1, 1.12)
Can, you jump from pe foot to the other in one
big jump? in one little jump?

11,

Canyou jump forward and'then backward using
both feet together? Can you do this in a big
jump? a little, jump ?.

How high can you jump from a standing position?
from a running position?

Run as far as you can by starting from one end
of the room and then jumping when you heart the
druM beat.

. ,

Can ,you7run li htly, jump when you hear the drum,
and land lightl ?

10. -Skipping , L
Skip from where you are to the eneof the room

.
,

and back again as quickly and as lightly as you
can without touching anyone.

* Skip to the end of the room and back again by
lifting yourself as high as possible off the
floor.. Sep if,you can skip lightly and quickly,

Skip through the space of the room in-a cir-
oulat aitern id,a slow motion.

Skip lightly, in a small-circle without bumping
into anyont.

See if you can skip forwatd five steps and,then
'backward five steps without bumping into anyOne.

23
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.

Physical Education:
Locomotor Skills
(1.1, 1.12)

7



See if you can skip from where you are to the end
of the room by taking as few skips as possible.

. Skip quickly as you do this.

See if you Can skip tack to your place by skipping
in slow motion and taking as few skips as possible.
Skip slowly.

Skip to the rhythm of the music through the space g Music:

of the room and let your hands move in whatever Dance

way you wish as you continue to skip until the (7.12)

music stops.

11. Pass the Mask*
Non - Locomotion: Have children sit in circles of
six or seven. Ask one,child to create a "mask"
using only facial expressions. The next student
in )the circle imitates the mask, then turns to the
student on the other side and creates another mask.

After going around in circles, students can discuss
what masks were created, what they appeared to
signify, how the students felt when confronted by
the masks and when creating them.

Become the Magic: , After practice in imitating and

creating masks, ask students to close their eyes
nd re-create one of the masks in the group or a

n one. Then ask them to bect.their masks--if
the mask is angry, become angry, if pleasant, be-
come pleasant. Have the students close their eyes_
and b gin to make soft sounds imitating their new
masks. Ask students to become aware of their
feelin s with their new masks. Ask them to make
their bounds louder for a short while. Then have
them op -n their eyes and, still with their masks
on, mak: noises that interact with others.in
the gro

Language Arts:
Perception Concepts
(7.1, g.5)

12- Floor Po nts
Each par of the body that tohes the floor is
consider =d a point. The child is told to move in
space on 2 points: 2 feet_or 1 hand and 1 foot; 3
points: 1 knee, 1 elbow and one foot; 4 points; 5 .

points, e c.

13. In Youk,S ace
Each child has a space and-is told no one can
move into that space nor tan the child enter
anyone else's space. The child is then to move
body parts in, as many )3/efferent ways a4 possible
in that space.

*Adapted from Awareness, John O. Stevens, 1.973, paperback,
'$1.95, Bantam.

\

- 23 -

24

Health:

Concept of Self and Others
(1.431, p. 10, g.2)

Language Arts:
Interpretation
(6.2.8.1, g.10, g.11)

)10
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14.' Move Non-Locomotively
Every child is instructed to make-believeeach Language Arts:
one of them is trapped inside alarge plastic Dramstic4Play
ball. Instruct the .ijdren to move their bodies, (6.2.4.1, g.1)
all parts of once, in different ways each time
they hear two claps to explore the place in which
they are, trapped.

While in their. balls ask the children to tTy to
get out by using, in turn, their feet, hands,
body. After trying hard and becoming fearful and
Apausted, instruct the children.to try to hide
while still in their balls. After resting, ask
each child to moire to finds a way ,to break out of
the ball.

15. Robots and Rag Dolls

Teacher will ask each child to finda space in
the room where the child is free to move without
touching:any person or thing. Teacher will
explain,/"today you, are going to imagine you are
robots. Close your eyes and concentrate on
imagining what your robOt looks like. Where is
it? How does it move? Why does it move? When
you're ready, be a robot moving as it does."

While children are imagining themselves to be
robots, teacher will say, "Freeze and relax.
Now, think of a rag doll., Think how the rag doll
Would move. When you're ready, change from a
rbbot to a g doll, and move as the,rag doll
does."

/ I16,..iDancing Animals

/ / Children will be asked to think of a specific
animal and move as that animal does. Each will
choose, an animal and mov /as that animal does in
a variety of" s ituations such as: searching for
water, or food, takin: a bath, playing, etc. If

'children are studyin: animal life, have them
choose an animal th= are studying and explore
the animal in different environments anti motives.

Variation: Dan as the toys in a store window.

17. The Pencil
The teacher say to the whole class, which is, .LaniVage Arts:
randomly spaced about the room - "Imagine you re Dramatic Play
a pencil, and that someone is writing with you on (6.2.4.1, g.1)
a sheet.of paper. Concentrate, and when you're
ready, be the pencil. Now,. suppose that someone
is writing very hard on a sheet of'paper. Be the
pencil. Now your someone is writing very softly.
Oops, there's a mistake. Erase the mistake. Back
to work--your someone is pressing so hard your
lead broke. How would you act? Now, you're be-
ing sharpened. What do you do? Show with, your

whole body. Now, write'one w*d on a huge sheet
of paper."'

25 - 24
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18. Bed Springs
Theteacher will say, "Ima

spring (in a chair, a mach

move? Think about it. No

a bouhcy spring., When yo

spring. Now, concentrat

machine. Be the machine

moved. Use the squeaky

ne you are a metal.

ne, etc.). How do you

, concentrate on being

re ready, be the
on being a squeaky

moving Ai thid machine

ounds.",

After, each group has been an individual spring,

form the'clasa into small groups (5 -6) and have

5
each group.pantomime fOr the others a machine.

Give.small groups 3-4 minutes planning time

before reconvening for presentations.- Use

movements and sounds,

26
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SPEECH
EXPLORATION

/,:.

LearningConcept

Speech is a basic human means of communication. Speaking is

essentially a social action. It is a developing process 4

interrelated with the processes of th4nking, feeling and

learning. Speech is acquired as the child develops and inter-

acts with environment. To develop languaging potential,
child must use language frequently in a variety/of different
kiilds of experienCes,- The child must,become aware-that.

language can be extended, heightened and shared.

...

z

iro

27
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dais
--LiStertire Attentively

_

The-student is able'io demonstrate an understanding of speech:
in verbal, and nonverbal ways: by paraPhresing-or perception 4
checking, by-expandin an:idea or by performing an action
suggedted by the word.

ListeningAttentively
The student,is able to hear and interpret the sound of. the
environment by repeating the sounds heard, by inventing sounds
that corresponto those heard Or by performing an action
sugieited by the sound.

IItClarity,of Speech

4

The (tudent is able to articulate, enunciate and pronounce words
in a mariner. easily understood by others.

. *

IV. Flexibility in Speaking Pattern"
The student is able to alter his or her speaking pattern so
it corresponds to those of characters role played.

V. Audibility

The studeit is:able to maintain audibility While speaking in
contrasting volumes of softness-and laiddness tii.an audience.

VI: Spontaneous' Speech

Ihestudent is able to make spontaneous responses to other people

that

_in_dramatie. -situations.

;.;

O

. 5

28
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4

GOAT.

Listening Attentiveli
The student is -able ta- demonstrate 4n-
understanding of sp*h ift'verbal and
nonverbal ways:' by paraphrasing or per-
ception checking, by eiPandingan idea or
lay performing an actin suggested by the

2
words., , .

EXPERIENCES:

1. One child relates a short -story to
another child.,The Seco63, child
repeats the story eo the first, this
time adding,aajectiVek.to the story

,

(i.e., "I saw a cat." 'I saw a gray

.

Reverse the situation.

2. The teacher reads alouaa factual
selection about' an :841=1 to children.
Afterwards, the children have a can-
test to see who'can-remembet. and
relate back the-iost'facts.

3. The teacher reads ,a selection which

describes ametptional"reactic5-i-On the

----- -part-of-a cba&dter4 _Students describe
in their own woras what they perceive
to be the feelings of. the 'character.

- .

4., Gossip: Students all forma circle.
One person starts a three to six word,
message by whispering in. the person's.

ear next to him. That persOn passes.

it on to the next, and it continues,
'-iikeWise Until-it bati#'-pagSedall the-
.way-arOund the circle. The last

person to receive The message skates

- restates

he heard, the leader then
-restates ehe original message:'

I.

-.

29
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Language Arts:
Affective List4-ilibaNg.

(7.5:4, g.1)

-.
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GOAL
stening Attentively

Thssudent is able to hesand interpret
the sound of the environment by repeAtini
the sounds heard, by inventing sounds that
correspond to those heard or by performing
an action suggested by the sound.

EXPERIENCES:

1. Use the Kodaly Method
*
with children

and see if they can repeat exact beat
given by teacher.

2. play a record of various sounds. Have
children try to mimic these sounds,
using only their own voices.

3. Have the children listen for sevAta"-
things that make the same sound, i.e.,
a buzz (flies, mosquitoes, lawnmowers,
a distant airplane).

4. Have a tray with several objects on
it. Blindfold's child; drop each
object--see if-the child can identify
which object wad dropped. Then see if
he can mimic the'sound using only his
,voice.

. .

.-----. _---

*For an expitmat----the-gocial

Music:

Tempo (1.15)

see. your'school music ilistuctor.'

30
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GOAL III'
Clarity of Speech" Language Arts:

The student is able to articulate, enunciate Use and Control

and pronounce words in a manner easily under- of the Voice

stood by'others. (6.1.1.1, g.7)

EXPERIENCES:

1. Have children divide into teams.of six.
Whisper to each team leader a tongue-

.

twister which would be new to the

children, i.e.,

Betsy Boggs buys biown, bumpy buss

because they bite.

Jim Jgtes jumps jolly.jam jais jokingly
each January.. ,

Neat Nancy and 'nearby Ned never needle

gnats.
. .

The purse of the .game isIr'have each child
listen to the.twister being spoken by-the

_.. member preceding him. The child must repeat

it to the following person. The first team

Whose last member successfully repeats the
tongue-twister scores a point for his team.'
Continue the game until each member has had

a chance to be the team leader.
. .

. .

2. The pupii\Fepeats rtain phrase start-

ing slowly; and-then-increasing-speedw, -In
iapid speech each sound should still be heard

distinctly. Example, phrases: *.

A. oo/ee/kicker/gagger
. B. lilly/lally ' .

C. .ticker/tackar/digger/dogger ,

C.

3. The child memorizes a short' oem, such as
"Galoshes," and recites it to a group of

pupils. The poem may be acted out as well.

GALOSHES..

Susiels galoshes
Makte.splishes and sploshes

And slooshes and sloShes;
As Susie cps slowly

'Alon n the slush;.'

6 , , "

They'stamp and they tramp
On the ice and 'concrete, 1

They get stuck in the muck and'the mud;---
But Susie likes much best to hear

01.

The slippery slush,
As it slaoshes, and .sloshes,

And.gplishes.add sploshes,
All around her'galoshest

-31 -
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In pairs, children role play the folpwin situations:

1) A quartpl between a cler and a per
"about the4rice or quality articular

2) Friends agreeing about how goo /bad a movie
just seen was.

3) A bad-tempered an buyat-something from -

an Almost deafhtalt keeper. '

4) A kind giandmother buying something from
a deaf sfail

5) A.whiny child buyin from this keeper..

-6) A hurried mother buying from this keeper.

Two boys sharing a secret about another
Who is only three feet away.

lkihg" toter grandmother
telling h about the.

sheseceived.

7)

8) . A little girl
over the phon
Christmas gif

0) A, fe asking her ited husband who's just
go. ten homelromwo to move, some heavy
furniture.

r

10) A wifeasing her husband who's been home

11) A father reprimanding a naughty child.

12) .A mother comforting a child who has to
stitches for a'cut he's,juit received

. -

After a field trip to the zoo, or a =tit on animals:

1) Lei-eaCh child select an A nimal to portrhy.

2) Now you are the animal. Take ort the physical
'qualities of the animal, move around asthis
animal, .make the sounds of this animal when

- it ii.bungry,.when it is frightened.

3) Now you are a child again but ihside You are
still your animal: Put your a4ima1'sharacter-
istics-and sounds into your hutah aOti s and:

' speech;,,.Feep your animals thytfilh;in y

bodies, and *Inds Wynur.talk: as youcorder
hamburger,'*nyou calt'Yfriend on fhe

.-
Lahtuage Arts:

I,. Use arid Control

. . of the Voice
(6.1.1.2, 1)

phone.

, -I- -- ,"-

- /
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GOAL IV
Flexibi
The stude
pattern o
characters role layed.

ty in Speaking Patterns
t is able to aIter-hit-br her speaking

t it corresponds to those of

EXPERIENCES:

1. Play records ofcomedians such as B Cosby,
W. C. Fields, etc. Let the children p
"Who Am I?" A child'.imitates-a person.

represented by records listened to. Others
in the class try to guess who the mystery
petson is.

2.
D
`:.,;Give 'children a pattern for eye glasses to

- NiZelit out and co;2. They draw a slip of
"ape r from a hat. aThe slips have either

"mother," "father ;,'"little brother," "big
:Sist r," "big brother" or"grandmother" on
them. The child.then decorates the glasses
accor irig to the character picked. The
child ghes in front of the class moving as
chara ter would, and speaking to greet the - :ss.

Languag 'Arts:

lite and Control
of the Voice
(6.2.3.2, g.1)

Then; speaking in character, the child tells
what Aavbrite TV program.the character enjoys.

Whrkin in-groups-of three4-each-player---
portra ihg a different family member, the
family will role play the following situa-
tions herea decision is to be made:

deciding which new puppy to
choose

ti

b. deciding which TV show to watch

c. deddIng.amount of Chiles allowance

d.. sledding? family chores.

3. -1MAIng"a,iesponse nonverbally:
students are given a situation
which they must communicate nonv
another student who is not aware

Half of t'e
emot
bal y to -
df the situa-

don. When the message is Understood, the
watching student is to respond nonverba4y.
in some way to the .acting student. _Examples:
It's cold in this room;'my feet hurt; I have
a horrible headache; I w&: to #ad so _please
Ali quiet; what was that noisel--,

4

Health: Sources and
Expression of Emotion
(1.433)
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4. Materials neededi boy Phong-r-
Single player.
The phone rings; the player ansiiert-;--The

conversation should_be_gtarded_and_the_player___
must not tell the audience,who is at'the other
end of theline.--Example: 4,girl bight be

calling a boy, but she is afraid to come
right-Ott and invite him to a birthday party.
The audience tries to guess who is on the. other
end of-the line; what-did the boy thinkf
the other person?

5. Materials needed: two boxes, one with a'list
cff different characters,-one-mith a list of

items, i.e.,

Characters
cowboy
grandmother
wizard
doctor
astronaut
baker
I-de skater

girl-scout

In pairs,
acter and an
how that ch
item for Ch

Items
saddle

habmer
handkerchief
needle
airplane
bathing euit
baseball bat
bubble bath'.

one player randomly chooses a char-
tem. The, player acts put

racte would act upon receiving the
istmas. -The pldyer must also thank

the giver for the present (the other perso4
Reverse roles.,

6. 'In pairs one child plays the role of inter-
viewer and the other plays the role of a,
storybook character. -The intervies4r asks
questions ofstorybook cheracters....
Row did your-sieRsisters act when the 1phoe

wouldn't fit? What did youdo, Goldilacke,-
when the bears woke you? her aid you go?

a

.30
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GOAL V
Audibility
The student is abletoitaintain audibility
while speaking in contrasting volumes of
softness and loudness to an audience.

EXPERIENCES:

1. Two or more pupils choose a where, who, and
what. Example: where - jail cell, who -
prisoners, what - planning a break. 'The

players do the scene three times. The first

time they whisper; the second time, they
shout; and the third, they speak in normal
voices. A variation is to have the team
choose a setting where whispering, shout ng
and-normelspeech can be integrated-into

.one scene.
____

1

2. Choosa sentence for pupils to repeat putting
the emphasis on a different word each time.
For example, "I want a puppy." DiscRss how \.

the difference_in emphasis creates, different

-.
meanings. .

___

/

Language Arts:
Use and Control
of the Voice
(6.1.1.1)

J

O

r

*Based on an activity from Improvisation for. a Theater;'Vicila

Notthwearn Uniyersity Press'" 1963, p". 196.
/-

//



GOAL VI
Spontaneous Speech
The student is able to make spontaneous responses
to other people in dramatic situations.

EXPERIENCES:

1. Ask children to sit in a circle to make up a
story together. Teacher will start the story
by identifying the place, time and central
character; .The teacher will stop the telling
and ask for volunteers to continue the story.

2. Give children ,different life situatrOns,ane
let them role play,/i.e., a teachei_reprimand-,
ing a pupil who left his hImework-at

3. Two players secretly decidkupon.a tapic"of
conversation. They discuss: the topic in the

presence of some listeners. The players
try to mislead the others as to what they're
discussing, although they may not use any
lalse-tatements. The ligteners-tay not ask
questions nor guess the topic /aloud; but
when one person thinks he or she knows what
the topic is, that person'isto Jain in .

the conversation. The person may4.be
challenged by the original two players,
and if done, must whisper what the topic
is to drie of-the two-players. Ilcorrect,,
the challenger joins in the conversation;
if incorrect, the challenger remains as an
Observer until ready to make,another guess.

4. "Rhyme" - First player givekone line, - second
player adds a line and so 0; All lines must .

rhyme. Leader can point out at ranal3m- a player

to supply the next line.to add gn extra
challenge to:the exercise. .The game may also
be.played so that ev ry player missing'the
rhyme drops out.

A.,.
PIP ..

W

"

-

',*See I'm: That I Am,Mel (fice
', Instruction. Available throng Int

, \ or through Dr. Carl Nickerson, dupe
Superintendent of Public Instruction

.4 ..#41'" .:41k

I `.A

41ealtti:*

concePt ot-sAlf
an Others
(1:431)

Language, Arts:

Attentive Listening
(7.5.2, g.2)

of, the Superintendent of public
mediate School District of.finei
isor, Health Education, Office of

,

0
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c.

IMPROVISATION
EXPLORATION

Learning Concept

Improvisation is a basic means by which a human being adapts

to the ever-changing environment. In drama, improvisation is

viewed as- a prdcess of extemporizing physical actions,

including speed, without previous practice or rehearsal.
Improvisational skills and concepts are acquired as the child

develops and becomes involved in a variety of experienc s.

411
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GOALS

I. Organic Warm-up
The student is ale to consciously relax nd focus his/her

*body and awareness preparation for dr tic activity.II

II. 'Perception
The student knows that perforiing as an iu :gined character
may involve rhythmic movement, sensory st ii lation and/or,

manipulation of a physical object.

III. Titudent is able to function as an ima ined character.

IV. The student is able to perform in a role involving character
personality,. motive (want) and environmen

,...

V. Imagination and Concentration .
.

The student is able to perform in an impro ised ole.

VI. . The student is able to invent action in the logic 1 steps of
1) beginning an action, 2)°developing the action and
3) ending the action.

'VII. Belief and Concentration
The student is able to adapt improvised actions to the
actions of othe characters in an action incident.

-38-
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GOAL I
The student is able to consciously relax and focus his/her body and

awareness in areparation for dramatiq activity.

EXPERIENCES:

1. The teacher, working with the entire group

at one time, observes individual and group

response and guides accordingly with the

following guidance statements:
. ,

Find a space of your own in the room. Run Physical Educatin

in place--fast, slow, slower, faster, lightly, Floor Skills

slowly, heavily, stop. Explore different .4; ,(2.1)

ways of running in place. Now, run4n place

quickly and lightly. Stop. Freeze in the

position you are now in. Mithout moving from
this position, imagine you are a person or

thing different from yourself doing a
particular action in this position. As soon

as-you i gine who you are, nunfreezen'ty
moving and believing yo p are that person

or thing do g what you imagine it is doing.

At a given Si: .1 s to 4iscuss with

another person near yo who each of you Language Arts:'

imagined yourselves to be, and what each, of Dramatic Interpretation'

your imagined charact rs did. ,
'(6.2.8.1, g.10)

2. FolloWing the same ge eral procedure as used Dramatic Play

in the preceding act ity, children will be (6.2.4,g.1)

guided to relax, ima ine and improvise actions,
through directions f cused on the non-locomotoi

movements of shakin stretching, twisting,

turning and bending
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_GOAL II

The stu
involve
ulation

GOAL III,

The stu

GOAL IV 1

t

ent knows that performing'as an imagined charaCter may
rhythmic movement, sensory stimulation, and/or manip-
of a physical object.

/

ent is able ro function as an imagined'character.

The stu ent is able to performAn a role involving charpcter personality,
motive want) and environment.0

.EgPERIENICES:

.

The teacher, working w th the entire group, gives the following directions
allowingtime for chi, ren to respond and become involved in each phase
of the activity:

.12
1. Ffsa a spac\ of your own in the room. Walk

forward slowly in a large circular path on the
outside of yourfeet. Contitue walking
forward in the circle on the inside oyour
feet. Continue walking forward in the circle
on your tiptoes in little steps that are
fast and light. Move quickly and lightly in
little steps through the open space of the
room. While you walk lightly and quickly Physical Education
on your tiptoes, imagine ybu are a person Floor Skills
or thing different from yourself that mdves (2.2)
in this particular way (rhythm). As soon
as you decide who you are and what you are
doing, continue'to do it as you move once
around the space of the room. Stop at a
given signal. 'Discuss with a person ;ear
you who each of you imagined. yourself Co'
be and what each did in your imagined
role.

2. As in the preceding activity, other locomotor
movements may be used,as,stimuli fbr perception
of imagined characters in action. For example Language Arts
the movements of running,' jumping, hopping, Interpretation
leaping, skipping and rolling may be used. (6.2.8.1,g.11)

6TIMulated by Sensory Stimulus Sight

With thesense of sight serving as the stimulus child n are
asked to observe and imagine themselves to be character im-'
provising actions.. v

1./ The teacher, working with the entire group,
'provides the following directions, allowing
time for Children to respond and become involved
in each phase of the activity:

40
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VI

Oma day en snow is falling, children are asked
to obsery to see how the snowflakes are falling.
They will be ked to watch a Single snowflake to
discover its size, shape, its way of moving
through `the sky, its ways of-falling and laiding
to discover how one snowflake moves in relation-
ship to another; how one snowflake* lands in re-
lationship.tO another.. Children are then guided
to use their hands to imagine their hands are two
snowflakes, moving, falling and landing.'

2. Following the above activity, children are
asked to move out in the space-of the room to
imagine they are, single snowflakes. Children
will be guided by the following kinds of questions:
How may you move your entire self to act as if you
are the shape and weight of a snowflake? How
may you move to show that you are coming gown
from thesky? That you are moving through the
space of the sky? That youare landing as
lightly as a snowflake lands?

3. Other environmental stimuli may be used in a
similar way to guide children to observe by
seeing, then to imagine and improvise appro-
priate actions. Environmental Stimuli, for
example, may' focus on weather elements including
rain, wind, fog; on plants an trees; on animals
in a variety of environments, *ch as the zoo,
the farm, forest, jungle; ona-life, including
both plants and animals; on objects or machines
in different environments including water, earth
and the sky. Variation may be introduced by guiding
children to work in pairs, in small groups of.
four or five; or in' half-and-half organization
where one half explores the activity while the
other half serves as audience. The two groups
then reverse roles.

Hearing

With sound serving as'stimuli, children are guided to
imagine themselves as characters improvising actions and
sounds appropriate to each character. Children are guided in
a procedure similar to that used in the sight activities.

1. Children are asked to listen to sounds Outside
the classroom and to identify the sounds for them-
selves. For example, children' may hear and identify
the sound of a plane, car, footsteps, ambulanCe
siren, dog barking, someone calling, etc. Following
the listeningthe children will discuss the sounds
they heard and identified.

0

Language Arts:
Creative observation
(7.3., g 21) ,

Language lLts
Dramatic Play
(6.2.4.1, g.1)



r
2.

Touch

Children will be asked to listen again to sounds
outside the'classroom and to select one particular
sound to concentrate on to build it up to an
imaginary person. For example, if the sound were
that of.a car, questions such as the following
would be asked: Who is driving the car? What is

this person's age and appearance? Where is the

person going and why?

Childreh are ,then guided to move out into
the space ofche room to improvise actions and
sounds appropriate to the,iinagined..character.

Following the adobe procedure, a new activity
may be stimulated by guiding children to listen
to environmental sounds inside rhe'classroom
such as sounds made by the clock, radiator,
pencil sharpener, door opening and closing,
.writing on the chalkboard, etc. After the initial
listening, children will be asked to liSten
again ro concentrate on one particular sound,
to imagitte a person or thing making the particular

sound. As soon as children, are ready,'they'will
move out into the space of the roomto improvise
appropriate actions and sounds. Note: A teacher
may. manipulate objects to make the sounds or may

invite children to assist.

3. Children are asked to listen, in turn, to
several selected musical and sound recordings.
After listening for a first tine, the- recording

will be repeated. The child is guided to
listen the second time to identify in the music
the place where the sound occurs, a patticular
person'or thing in the place and a particular
action being done by the imagined character.
When children have built up clear images they
will be guided to work individually, in small
groups, to imagine and improvise appePriate
actions for the imagined characters 'to the
accompaniment of the recording. Suggestions
for selections to be used include the following:

a. Circus album recording
b. Marching band recording

d. Sbashore and beach sounds
e. Barnyard sounds
f. Traffic sounds
g. "Dance Macabre"

The teacher, working with the entire group, provides the
following directions, allowing time for children to respond

and become involved in eac p e of the activity.
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Language Arts
Dramatic Interpretation
(6.2.8.1, g:7,8)

Language Arts
Dramatic Interpretation
(6.2.8.1, g.4,5,6)



1. Imagine you are a person in a dream walking
barefoot down a path. As you listen, see if
you can imagine and act as if you walk in each
of these unusual places. What will you do to
show that your bare-feet touch a pebbly beach...
soft cool grais.-..ice cubes...warm vanilla pud-
ding...feathers...bubble guM...wheaties.:.mu4...
hot rocks...snow...a carper in a bedroom where you .

wake up?

2. Imagine you are a different peTson in a different
dream. You open a heavy castle door and find
yourself in a dark hallway% You feel your way.
down the hallway, touching it to make certain
you find a doorway. You touch a door, efind
the doorknob, open the door and go into a large
room which is dark. You feel your way through
the room looking for a window or.a light.
Finally you see a small light. You follow it
feeling your way through the darkness. You c
to the light, reach to touch it,, and find it, s
a kitten, your kitten. You return the way
you have come feeling your way back through the
dark until you go out through the castle ,door.
You wake up.

3. Children are asked to close their eyese; They

are guided to touch and. identify for themselves
a single word to describe the quality of each
of the. following surfaces: your hair, your
hands, your face, your clothes, the soles of
your shoes, the chair or the surface on which
you are now sitting, the floor. In pairs,

children discuss the words they used to describe
each of the above. Following this the entire
group discusses different words used to describe
the qualities of the surfaces.

One of the particular quality words is selected.
It may be "smooth" used to describe hair or face
or it may be "rough" used to*describe hands or
soles of shoes. For example, if the word "rough"
is used, children will be guided with the following
kinds of questions: If you were to imagine a person
who is "rough" what kind of person would you see?
What causes this perSon to be rough? Is the rough
quality seen in the person's appearance, way of
talking, age, way of doing work? Where do you see
the person working and what tally work is it?
Why does this persoui do this of work? As
soon as you have a clear picture in your mind of
who the personris, where the person is and what

erson doe6, move out into space and make-
belie ou are this rough person doing what you
have imagined.i
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4.

. .

,

Working in groups of ei.q4, Children 'are asked to

organizethemselves into two groups of .four. They
;are guided'to imagine they are villagers from two
neighboring Villages participating in a spring
festival where there are -tarry coakests and games.
One of the contests is a tug-of-war., The two op-
posing groupsiline'up fora tug-of-war with an

r4e,.. They are asiia to decide .among
. themsglves and show through actions the size of the

rope, its weight, its texture, its length: At a
gtven.signaf the contest begins with each village
acting as if the rope is real as they tug on the rope
to win the contest.'.

Taste

1. Working with the entire group, the teadhe'rasks the
children to organize themselves so they sit on the
floor in4a large circular arrangement. The teacher
focuses children's attention to the sense of taste
by asking them to close their eyes, open their-
mouths and stick out their tongues. Using'a salt
shaker the teacher shakes a few crystals of salt on
each child's tongue and asks the students to identify
for themselves the taste, the texture and what each
one does in response to the taste. The same procedure
is repeated with a few crystals of sugar or dry jello.
Following this, children, in pairs, discuss the tastes
and individual responses.

2. Children are asked, to Imagine there is a huge tray of
fruit in front of each one. The tray contains all kinds
of freshly picked fruit. Children are guided to concen-
trate to see the kind of fruit each wants to select to
eat. They are asked to concentrate to imagine the size,
shapek color; weight, smell, and taste of the fruit,
and 'how they will prepare it for eating. At a given
signal each-child will select, prepare and taste the
fruit, and show, through actions, the fruit being eaten
and the,individual response to the taste.

3. Children will organize in groups of. four or five
to cothmunicate the aboVe activity to each other.

4. ,In a similar procedure as used in Experiences 2 and-
3, children-iill imagine they are eating from a box
lunch which contains a chicken drumstick,,,a hard
roll, corn on the cob, milk in a carton and a"
"surprise food." Each child will'improFise the actions
of eating and respondingdto the distinctive tastes of
each food. Each child will improvise the actions of .

eating and responding to the "surprise food" with the
intent tocommunicate to the others what the "surprise"
is. For example, "surprise food" may be a sucker, a
cookie, an Ice cream cone, pomegranate or whatever
the. child wants.

-44-
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Smell

ls Working with the entire group, the teacher, asks the
children to organize themselves so they sit on the
floor in. a large -Circular arrangement The -feather

focuses children's attention to the sense of smell
by asking them to close their eyes and see if they'
can smell and describe in one word for themselves
the "smell of the room.'," Following this the teacher

ofensthe doors and windows and asks the children
*to continue to use their noses'to see if they can

'" detect a different "smell in the room." Following
this activity, children, in'pairs, discuss the smells
they identified and discuss the differeqces and how
they detedted them.

. Children will_be asked to organize themselves into
groups of five or'six. Each group, in turn, will
participate in the f011owing activity while the /

other groups serve as audience tosee how the
participants improvise appropriate actions.

The teacher explains that the participants are to
imagine they are a family of travelers in adream.
They seek a place to live where the air is fresh
and free from pollution. Participants are guided
to decide who they are in the family relationship,.
to imagine and improvise appropriate actions in
response to the imagined villages as they walk in
large circular pattern around the room. The teacher
or a _child narrates the dreamsequences as follows:

A family of travelers seeking a new home comes to a
village where the entire village makes perfume.
The air, pleasant at first, soon reeks with the
smell'of perfume...The family moves to the next
village where the entire village works to burn
tree stumps and slashingt, and the air, pleasant at
first, soon reeks with the strong smell of smoke...
The family move's to the next village where the
entire village makes sauerkraut and the air,
pleasant at first, soon reeks with the strong smell
of sauerkraut...The family moves to the next
village where the entire village bakes bread and
cookies and the air, pleasant at first, continues to
reek with bakery smells...The family moves on to
the next village where the entire village goes
out to the sea to fish and the air, pleasant with
the fresh smell of salt water, continues to smell like
the sea. The family sees that this is the end of
the villages. They must decide where they prefer
to live. They may remain in the fishing village
or return to any-village they prefer. What does
the family do?

0
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Manipulation of a Physical Object to'Establish-an Environment for

an Imagined Character
Y!

1, The teacher asks the children to organize themselves
into-groups of four,. Each group is guided to arrange

four objects in space to make an imagined place. The

teacher will. guide the children as follows:

Today we are going to work together in groups with
fout-peoplein-eacb.troup. Each group Will have three
chairs to work with, and each -group may choose one more
object from the corner (ladder; bench, table, box,
blanket, Itc.) if you need it.

Each group\Fill work in your own space to see how,you
may arrangd the objects to make-believe it is a
particula5/place.

.(/You may arrange chairs so they have a different shape
from the\shape they have as a chair. You may fold
them, arrange them sideways, upside down and in,many
different ways. You may arrange them on the floor
or on different levels in space (low, medium, high).
You may arrange them in different paths (curved,
straight, zik-zag, circular). You hay arrange them
indifferent relationships (pairs, behind each other,
sideways and many other patterns). They may be
arranged in space so they are near each other or far
apart. There are many different ways to arrange
three chairs and a bench, or a ladder or a table.

Each group will have four or five minutes to work
with the chairs and the space to see how they may
arrange, the objects to make it seem as if it-is a
particular place. "

When children have completed the task, they will
share with the other groups by telling the place
they have created. Each child will be instructed
to describe-one thing about the place or the
process of creating it.

---24 Continuing this activity, the children.in the
same groups will be asked to imagine who they
could be in this particular place if they were
persons or things different from themselves doing
something in this particular place. When they have
decided Whoothey are, they will be asked to decide
what they do and 21.1.1 they do it in a short incident

that could happen in that particular place. Each
child will decide who to be in this imagined situation
and how to work with the others to act out the
incident. When each child understands this Imagined
role within the group,-the children will work together
to improvise appropriate actionSto.cause the incident
to happea.. 4 6



3. If children are ready, some of the groups may want

to act out their improvised incident to see if

they communicate to the audience who they are, what

they do and why they do it. -

4. Experiences 1, 2 an may be repeated with new

challenges to th articipants by asking thdm to

work with a v ety of objects to manipulate. For

example, children may be asked to work with two
chairs, one table and a blanket, or two ladders
and two chairs, or two tables, a chair and a ladder,

etc.

C.
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GOALS V VI and VII

Goa V. The student is able to perform in an improvised role.

Got VI. The student is able to invent action in the logical steps
of 1) beginning an action, 2) developing the action and
a) ending the action.

Goal VII. The student is able to adapt improvfsdd actions to
the actions of other characters in an action incident/.

EXPERIENCES:

1. The teacher focuses the children's attention on the
need for an action to show-how it' begins, develops and
ends. ,The teacher guides the children to imagine they
are inanimate objects that_change from one seate to
another with clear actions to show a beginning,
development and ending. Inanimate objects from anong
the following suggestions may be Used: b con frying,
popcorn popping; a soap bubble eforming,
ind burating; a water fountafn teing-tn ed on and off;
a snowball or snowman melting; a candle eing .1.ghted,

owing melting; and.a balloon being blowwup,
oating d bursting.

2. After exploring several of the inanimate bjecte the
children will be asked to organize theme ves into-
groups of five or six. Children in edch roupmilI
work:gimuItaneously; but indePendently, t see if they
may improvise beginning, middle and endin actions ,

for some of the inanimate objedta.tuggest d above or
for an object the group decides on. Each toup will
share its improvised actions for.the otheqgroups
who will observe to see,how and if the par icipents
created'beginning, middle and ending aceions.

3. Activities similar to the procedure used in numbers
1 and 2, may be used-with animate objects Including the
followingli seed growing into -a -plant and blooming
into a flower; a bird or chicken hitching from an
egg; a breeze developing into a violent wind storm;
a baby.learning first to crawl, to stand,and to walk
a few steps. Again, children will be asked to
suggest ideab.

I
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Tour students e asked'to,gO out into,the hall,

while the tea er shows theytet of,the.Clasaan imagined
action process with attention 'to the beginning, developing

9-

-and ending action.--When the.attidenti returtfopr
students from the class each thoW one of the students
who wasin,the hall,' the process. T.-Each student.," in turn,

must show'another student 'til finally everyone has'

another how to do t e process. Processes may
include the following: kneading bread, making jello,
-making a bed,,mowing a lawn, Washing a windshield,
'sweeping a sidewalk, skywriting, etc. /

5. The teacher focuses the children's attention to, the
need for them to adapt their actions to the actions cd
another character. The teacher asks,the children to
organize themselves into groups of four. The following

.situation is presented:

-- Three of you 14-\:li imagine yoU are family 'of. ;*
F

;
dinosaurs who live in:Kcave and so eonecomes =to

1.7 disturb' your-happiPhoie. You nevex could be a
dinosaur because you are you, but you could make -

believe you are a dinosaur, and say to yourself,
'"If I were a dinosaur living a thousand or'more
years ago in a cave, what would I do when I am
hungry? Or,, what would,I do if' I heard a strange

sound or noise coming near my cave? What would
I do if I thought a caveman were,coming to get me
and my family to take us away, or if it sounded as

-if-another dinosaur were doting to take over our cave
a- for hip hoAte? What would I want and what would I

do f ther of these actioni were happening to me
andloy ly?, The fourth person in the group will

decide wl. o be in re ation to the dinosaurs.
They wi .t know until ey see or hear this
stranger calling near the ca e. OnEi-'you have

arranged 576 r space and know who each of you is
going to im gine yourselved to be, see if, you can,
act out believable actions and sounds to make it seem
as if it is happening without any physical contact:
If, for exampl , a caveman swings an imagined club to
hit, a dinosaur) the dinosaur will act 'as if it were

hit through it actions and its sounds. If, on the other
hand, the dinOsaurs swing their imagined tailb and strike
the caveman, he caveman will show, through his actions

that he has een hit. See if you can get this kind of
action and eaction=to work for you.
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6. a group.:of...childte4 appears to have .grasped

t e concept of action-reaction,
the

may- be, Asked

.to, show-their improViSatiOni'd the others to illustrate.
. _

. Ask the children to organizeinta-groups of three;
Remind them:of-the action-reaction concept and,ask
each group'toyork out,the following improvisations
ito see,if.each.person ,may adapt to the unexpected.

actions of'iheimagined characters:
(-7

a.' You walk down the street on your way home from.
school. 'Thu notice a little child dart out in
the street after a ball. You have ,just had time

to think how dangerous it is when a- car

comes rapidly ground the Corner toward. the
What'do each of you do? -Do it, rather the/I:defining
what to do.

b. Decide among yourstives who each of you will imagine,

yourselves to,be. One is a robber;theother
a naturalistOr scientist and the third,onfe a
camper whd is lost. You are .walking; in the, woods

arid' meet a clearing. What does each of you do
to make your purpose clear to the others and how
does. each of you' react Or. adapt to the-unexpected

actions and information you get from. the other's?

See if you may.keep the actions going for at
l ,
east one minute.

c. You, are thrAe strangerssitting next to each other
in the hieachets at a football game. Two of you \

are from out'Sf town.rooting for the visiting team.
,The other person is a former football player for
the home team. Sudde /y there is a' spectacular
run downthe field, f lowed by a scoring for the
home team which, ties t e game. What does each of you
do in relationship to the game, and to the actions
of the others? . CP

d. Decide among. yourselves who, each'will'imagine
...* yourself.to be: a lively child with a yo-yo, bubble

gum'anddait gyn, a domineering person with-a sharp
tongue, a tired old neighbor who enjoys children.

-

Each enters a doctOrisoffice and sits in chairs
to wait. While they wait, what does each d9?
What does each do in relationship to the actions
and words of IheJothers? See if you can improvise
honest actions and make this situation believable.

50
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e. .. You are three people cooking breakfast in d 4 zit

, .

place of your choice. It bay be in a camp ..
,

in -the wooddi'inca restaurant, in Aplang.;," :..

- in a home, a boat, etc.' Decide,4re you,':, ,
. ... .... ..

are, who you axe, what, you cook. IiproVise-s -.

your actions so they'show the P4ee, your
relationship and thg,food you cook. .

g.

You,are*three people watching a television
show. Decidewho'You are and what kind...of
show you are watching. Improvise actionsso
they show who you are, what kind of shot
you watch, and what you do in relationhip to
each other.

pumare three people.at the Dog lound trying
to decide on apet. Decide who you are in the
'relationship. Improvise your actions including

- words' so you act in relationship to.eachcother and 117

in relationship to thedifferent, imagined dogs.
Come to a. decision.

'8. :Cildren will be askedro organize into groups of five
or six.: Th4 teacher, .or one of the children, suggests
a sentenc'which the first player uses to start the
Opening action to show where he-is and what. he does.'
Eachchild in'.the group listens and enters 'the action
by responding to the dialogue in any way that seems
"right." .For example,,ihe first player may say,
'The fire is almost out," as he works with the fiche.

.. The second player, entbring the scene may say,, "And

we're all out of matches;",whilesearching faxthem..
Each player, acting on'impulse, and in relationship
to the actions And other players, aims

to keep tht scene going or two minutes.

9. Children will be asked to,organite into groups Of
four. Each group will Ve°guided to improvise *actions,
for the following with the goal.,of adapting to'the
unexpected actions of others:..

a. Three boys and/or girls have just ridden thpir
bicycles across an old man's rose garden on the
corner'and/have broken some bushes. The children
must convince the old' man that what they have
done was helpful to the r6se garden, orthe old
man must "convince themtpdt they have been careldss
so' they offertp help him and'pdy for the damage.
Who, succeeds in convincing the otber?

b. The students a4e given or shown a curious'or interesting
property, such as anuhusual rjewel box which has
perhaps been made 'for one of,; the hree kings in a
Christmas play; oran7ornatel'mirror of the type Snow
Whitets stepmotheX mighthave,etc. 's

5.1
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Children are guided to:

Look at it from every angle.
Consider who tight own it.
Build a short incident around it (modern or in a,
different time),
The incident must'have Sliddle and

=

ending action.

Q Do the same sort ofthing using a different property
or simple costumes for everyone in the'group (example:
cane, old shawl, quaint hat, pair, of mitts, ostrich
plume, etc.). Discuss properties, and then give one
to each child. Organize children in groups of four,
and ask them to plan a short incident around eir_

properties and act out the incident by improvi ing
speech as well as actions.

10. Children will be organized into groups of four or five.
Each will be given a slipof paper, with the name of 'a
nursery rhyme on it. Children will be guided to act
out the nursery rhyme.by imagining themselves tobe the
characters and/or the objects in the rhyme. They will be
guided to.act out-the rhyme entirely,in action without
words, and Will be asked to identify for themselves what.
each chargctet"wants '(motive) in the rhyme and to
at in relationship to the unexpected actions of others.
Children in the other groups will serve as audience for
each participating. group, and will identify the rhyme by

the accuracy,and belieVabilityof the actions. 'No"

properties'or scenery will be used in the improvisatioils.
The.following rhymes gre stiggeSted for use: "Humpty Dumpty,"
"Little Miss Mdffettiii "Jack and Jill" and "Little Boy
BlUe.", Note; 'In improvising "Little Miss Muffett" a grOup
of tour children worked it out-so one child was Miss Muffett,
one the tuffet she sat upon, and two children, working
together, became the spider.

2
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PLAYMAKING

Once some bas. c acting skills have been acquired, the
4hild is ready o proceed to the process of playmaking:

4Ahis process beg ns with an understanding of the essential
nature of a play. William Saroyan, the renowned playwright,

explains that a pla "is people in trouble." In drama,

as'in life, the way which a person stuggles to resolve

a problem depends, lar ly, on the kind of person one is

and how bne respondato he challenge.

Characteristics. There are other basic chara eristics of a play which
should also be mentioned:of a

play

N.

Elements of

a play

1. A play is created so that can-he presented to a

group of people.

2. A play is a constructed logical pattern of events
(plot) intended to reveal some insight into human

living (theme).

3. A play is imagined. It imitates life in order to

get a fuller grasp of life and its relationships

(theme).

4. A play is an imagined story told through the actions

and words (speech-dialogue) of the persos (characters)

involved in a conflict relationship.

A play is primarily a story told through' action and

dialogue. Aristotle, Greek scholar, in his Poetics

identified the six basic elements of a play. ',These include

plot, character,, dialogue, music (sound, song) and spectacle.

This publication focuses on the first four elements.

tion of In the previous sect n Acting the experiences were

in: alternative means of ng children work toward a goal.

ions In the sections on P ing the.organization shifts to

a sequenci4 of experiences in which, each experience

,

builds one previous one. Usually a specific story,

such as "The Gingerbread Boy," will be used, but it

is hoped ,teachers will use poems and stories of their

own choice. It lig also suggested that the seque#ce .

of expetiences be used again and again with different

pieces, literature.. ---,___,..,,,.

I
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1.

Lerning Concept

Plot is the struau4 or the story of the play. It consists of a series

of incidentsarranged to cause dramatis action to occur.
.

The plot begins with an incident in which the central character is faced
with a problem. The problem is,csused by confrontationq with (a) something
in the phyiical environment, (b) another person or persons, (c) ideas or
Oealogies;ana (d) himself.

A

PLOT
EXPLORATION

WheeC-61;17onted with a problem, a character will always seek to resolve it.
The Middle in the plot show how the character struggles to over-

come t e problem.

The Ending Incident pr des a brief, yet satisfying way, to conclude the
charactertsstruggle:

it ;

5

1



0

GOALS

I. The student knows a plot is a series of related incidents arranged
to tell a story. '4

II. The student knows a, plot is built with Beginning, 11Mdle,and Ending
Incidents in which a character struggles to resolve a problem.

III. The student is able to construct aplot with a logical chain of events
that tells a story.

IV. The-student is able to construct a variety of plots.

I
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PLOT
GOAL I

The student knows a plot is a series of related incidents
arranged to tell a story.

EXPERIENCES:

1. The child will participate in a brief discussion of plot construction
in the playmaking process emphasizing the above goal.

2. Following the discussion, the child will listen to a short.story'in
verse form and will identify the series of incidents that
tell the story. Examples of verse that require an economy of.incidents
to tell the story include Mother Goose Rhymes such as "Hickory Dickory
Dock, "Humpty Dumpty," "Little Miss Muffett" and s ry verse such as
"In Just Spii4" by e. e. cubmings and "The Monkey rid the Crocodile"
by Laura Richards.

3. The child will be asked to choose a partner. Each chid in the partner-
ship will listen to two short stories in verse form. Each child, in turn,
will tell the other the series of related incidents that make up *the story
fo &one of the verses.

4. Volunteers will tell the entire group t related incidents thattel/
the story for each of the verses used. In oup discussion the children
will decide on the accuracy of the identified incidents and, when needed,
will clarify the incidents required to tell the story.

5. The, child, in a partner relationship, will'be asked to listen to a story
in which there is economy in the number of Plot Incidents. Experiences
No. 3 and 4 will be repeated by short stories read, or told to the chil-
dren by the teacher, by a child or from a recording. Suggested stories
with an economy of incidents include folk tales such as "The Gingerbread_
Boy" and "Teeny Tin); and selected Aesop fables such as "The Wind and the
Sun" and."The,Hare and the Tortoise."*

6. A child will be asked to select a story from a reading in which the plot
is built with an economy of incidents. The child, in a partner
relationship, will ,read the story to another Child who will identify the
incidents requirecrto tell the story. (Each child, in turn, will experience
the activity as the reader or storyteller an4 the identifier.)

7. Working with'a partner, each child, in turn,- will be asked to originate and
tell a story. The child should construct a plot that tells a story with
no more than five incidents.

*See Winifred Ward, Stories to Dramatize, Anchorage,'Rentucky, Anchorage _

Press, 1952.' 56
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GOAL II*

The student knows a plot is built with Beginning, Middle and Endils,_
Incidents in which a character struggles to resolve a problem.

EXPERIENCES:

A

4,

1. The child will participate in a brief discussion of plot construction
emphasizing the Beginning Incidents that show the character's problem.

2. Following the discussion,. the child will listen to i'Short story in
verse form to identify the Beginning Incident or inc eats
that reveal the character's problem. Examples of sto verse include
Mother Goose Rhymes such as "Little Boy Blue," "The een of Hearts,"
"Jack and Jill," and other story verse including "Jona Bing" by
Beatrice Curtis Brown and "Paul Revere's Ride" by Longfellow.

3. The child, with a partner, Will listen to a story verse read
or told by a teachera child or a recording. --Each child will tell
to the other the Beginning Incidents that'reveil the character's problem.

4. Volunteers will tell to the entire group the Beginning Incident or
incidents that reveal the story problem in each of the rhymes or verses
used. Children will decide on the accuracy of the identification and,
when needed, will clarify the incidents needed to reveal the problem.

5. Continuing to work with'a partner, the child will listen to two short
stories told or read to the entire group. Each child, in turn,
will relate to the other the Beginning Incidents that reveal the story
problem. Suggestions for stories for younger children include "The Tale
of Peter Rabbit" and "Why the Evergreen Trees Keep Their Leaves in Winter";
for older children "The Stone in the Toad" and "The Wise People of Gotham."

6. Volunteers will tell the entire group the Beginning Incident or incidents
that reveal the story problem for each story. In group discuss the
children will decide on the accuracy of the identified incidentsnciden and,
when needed, will clarify the incidents required.

7. ,Bring together two sets of partners and have them find a. space where they
may work. The group will:
a. Select one of the stories in which the Beginning Incidents have been

identified;
b. Identify the characters needed to act out the incidents and decide

who will be each character;
c. Identify the place of action for the story and arrange the space to

provide the story setting;
d. Improvise the action and dialogue for the characters in relationship

to other characters.

57
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8. The group will, then improvise the preceding situation for an

audience. The,audience will decide if the character actions maki

the problem seam believable.

9. Following. their discussion, small groups of four or five will now
select one of the stories previously used. The group will identify
the Middle Incidents that show how the character struggles with his
problem. Examples of stories are "Peterjtabbie for younger children
and "The Stone in the Road" for older children. .

10. A volunteei from each of the groups will tell the entire-group the
Middle Plot Incidents that show how the character struggles with the
problem. The entire group will decide on the accuracy of the identified
incidents. If necessary they will clarify the Middle Incidents.

11. Children, working in a small group 'of four, will be guided to do 'the

following:
a. Identify the characters needed to act out the Middle Incidents to

reveal the character's struggle;
b. Select persons within the group to act out each character role;
c. Identify the place or 'places of action needed in the incidents;
d. Arrange the space to provide the story settings for the Middle

Incidents; or

e. Improvise,-the action and dialogue for the character in the Middle
Incidents to show the character's struggle with ta- problem.,

12. After the group of four has improvised the action and dialogue of the
characters in the Middle Incidents, they will improvise the Middle
Incidents for the entire class. The audience will view and listen to
determine if the.. players have revealed the character's struggle and /

made it seem believable.

is
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GOAL III

The student ,is able to construct a'plot with a logical chain of events that
tells a story.

EXPERIENCES:

The child will participate in a brief group discussion by focusing
on questions concerning plot constructioug,

1.111,,

2. The child, working with a small group.4_9111 construct Beginning and

Ending Incidents to fit the.Middle Incidents provided from the headlines
of newspaper events. For example, headlines from the New York Times,
October 21, 1973 include:

PARK DEPARTMENT IS BLOWING BUBBLES,

. . ALLIGATOR TAKES SWIM IN COLLEGE CAMPUS Ppm

THIS IS THE CAPTAIN I' IN A TURBULENT-4IGOD

After the children have selected a headline, they"will identify and
discuss the Beginning and Ending Incidents to construct a plot. They
Will then identify and select the needed characters, and arrange a
space to designate the imagined setting(s). The group will then
improvise the Plot Incidents for themselves to determine if they
succeed in telling a believable story.

3. After improvising their origiliated Plot Incidents and discussing ways to
improve them, the group will improvise their Plot Incidents for an
audience to see if the plot communicates a believable story.

4. Children will follow a4similar procedure to construct Middle Plot
Incidents through improvisation. Ideas for Ending incidents from
newspaper headlines will be given. Children, in a small group,
will identify and discuss Beginning and Middle Incidents to provide
a believable story. Suggestions from the same issue of the New York
Times include:

POUR- YEAR -OLD DRIVER NEEDS MORE LESSONS

BOMB SUSPECT POSTS BOND

5. Children will follow a similar procedure. to construct incidents to
complete a plot through improvisation. Beginning Incidents may be
taken from newspaper headlines, life situations, or children's
imaginations.. The child, with a small group,will identify and
discuss Middle andEnding Ihcidents to provide believable story.
Examples of Beerning Incidents include:

TEENAGERS SELL ILLEGAL FIRECRACKERS

LIVE BOMB FOUND IN L.A. AIRPORT

-BOY ROWS IN STORM TO RESCUE DOG ON ISLAND

CLIMBER LOST IN MT. STUART AREA

- 60 -



GOAL IV .

The student,is able to construct a variety of plots.

EXPERIENCES:

1. The child, working in a small group, will listen to a series of
sounds or a musical recording, approximately tWoldinutes in duration.
There should be a gradual rise of. tension and release (conflict/resolution).
The child and his /her group Will imagine and identify the setting,
the characters and the Beginning, Middle.and Ending Incidents to
construct a plot. The plot must tell a story in relationship to
the music or sound track of the recording. The children will follow
aiprocedure of constructing plot and improvising the action as that
described in the experiences for Goal III.

2. Children will-follow a similar procedure as described in No. 1 by
using. selected prints of artists' paintiggs as stimuli for imagining.
Again, the setting, characters and Plot Incidents should be identified.
A similar procedure as used previously will be used by the children
to improvise the plot to reveal a believable story.

3. Children will follow a similar procedure as described above by using an
assortment of colored magazine pictures or photographs to provide the
stimuli for imagining characters, plot and incidents. After an initial
eXperience with the use of pictures of this nature, children will be asked
to select pictures at home and bring them to use for further plot con-
struction experiences.

4. The child, working alone, will construct a plot with an economy of
incidents by using for stimulus a newspaper event, an experience from
reality, an incident from a film, a-dream, an incident in fiction or the
child's imagination. This child will identify and list the time, place,
characters and the sequence of incidents from the beginning to the end.
With this preparation, the child may select four or five peers to work
with and improvise the plot to share,with an audience of peers.

1.0

-.
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1

CHARACTER
EXPLORATION

Learning Concept

S

A character is either' a-perspn, or a thing with human characteristics,,faced

with a problem and struggling to resolve it. Factors which form the basis

for,character development include (a) physical self, (b) personality and

baEkground and (c) desire and will.

What a character does, how it is done and ! it is done reveals the
character's uniqueness. A character is also developed by what other

characters say.
- 4

-

. .
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GOALS

I. The student knows that a character is a person Orthing with
human qualities.

II. The student knows that the physical appearance of a chaiadter affects.
the way .he or she acts. ,

. . l ..a.. .

..A4.,* ,:'
III. The student knows that the personality of the-character affects the way

. he or-she acts.
-.

/ a

IV. The student knows that a charadter acts to achieve7a goal in the
story s

V. The student is able to participate in a variety of believable Character
roles. - o

_

62
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GOAD ".1

CHARACTER .

The -student -knows-the a -character --is-a-person-or -thing--with-human

qualities,
-P9P-

EXPERIENCES;

1.

2.

3.

The child will participate in a brief group Ziscussimi0
.Character.devel4myq. in'the4laym4ing

Following the discuusion,the chiWwill listen to several
- ,

shore nursery rhymes or verse to .identify for' himself the
,characters in each'Verse.- Suggested.rhyms include "Three.'

::ittle Mice," "Jack Sprat,", "LittieMiss.Muffeet" and.:gRoads"
VY,Rachel Field

The childwil4fbe "asked to choose a pat
Listen to twO short stories-in verse

`.thingd" ard-the'charadters. Each
his partner the characters in th
include 'The. Snow Man ". and "Behin

Wellea.P

,
. .

er. ':ch child 'ill

ch "persone,Ficr
in turn,,will tell
Suggested verses

terfill" by Winnified

4. Student volunteers will tell thientire group the list of
/characterEi in'each story verse.. ',group discus"sion, the
:Children will. decide On the'accuf of the identified characters
and, if necessary, will revise the haracter 11141t..,

ch3*.14k,t.partner_Telationship,willIbe ar;ked_te--listen
' . to a story. in whiafthere is a variety ofcharacters including

both-persona and things. Eiperiences 3 and-4, will be repeated
--.With'short stories tead or told by a teacher, by a,child or

from a recording,- Suggested stories for youngef children,
include "The Gingerbread BOy," and foi older children, "The

..Soraerer's-Appeentice."*

. ,.the child, in a partner relationship, will read-storiLes_an

togeFiler will:identifY,the characters Inteathiatoty.!

The Child,l.with,a7paitner .or in a-smallgroup, will7vAili a
atagejilay, a Moving pinture or a television play.: After each
experience, the children, in discusgan,,will'identifYithe 6

character:9,-i-
. ,

P
f

*Set Winifred WarC:Stories to Drama' Andhorage, Kantutkit'AnChoiage
Press, 1954,
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i -GOAL II ' . , -, ..

The student knows ih1at the physical appearance of,a character affects

..''''ifte wey' hepr die a ts.
.

4.

. .

.

EXPERIENCES: .

.7..

3. The chi14-ikthe.same Rattner relationship, Will identify the
;Beginning Incidente'as.follows.:-: --._.

a:- Teeny Tiny dresses for S walk. ' =

b. teeny-Tiny walks to a garden, enters and Sees the-TT..
Scarecrow with attractive clothes that will fit her. ,

e, Teeny Tiny deciaes.to take' the TT Scarecrow's,tlothes"for
herself which She does'and carries thereto her hoie., .

,,, .

. ,,,,-

4. The7Rartners will, iscusa and identify the phyaital characteristics/
,

OE each of these characters. . f /
<

5. Working togetherin pairs, the children will identify
,

the- .

story settings as (a),Teeny. Tiny' house with a downstairs, a
stairway and an-upstairs-witha-closet.-and-a-bedand-.(b)-a---
Teeny Tiny Garden with a gate and a,TT Scarecrow. ,Together , ...

,,the two children will arrange a space by using no more than
three,chaira or available objects to designate the imagined.
setting.

. .

6. The partners will decide who is to act out each character., f

~,Each Child will-imagine and develop a believable charatter by t

concentrating on the character's physical appearances while
improvising the tharaOter'saction and dialogue in the Beginning
Incidents of the story. %Following their improvisation, they

.,

will discuss it and, if needed, will aim to improve the characters
, 'from.the 'viewpoint of their physical appearance. (Examples:
"*e size and rhythm of the TT's steps as shewalks or the

quick movements of the TT Scarecrow.)

.7.

(

m
. .

TWO sets-Of.Partners will improvise believable characters fro
.

,

i

the viewpoint of physical appearance-as they aot out the.
eginning Incidents of the story. In turn, each set of pattnerS'
11 become players and audience for tht-other set.

'The child will ticipate in a-brief. group,discussion of
character-deveIophient in the playmaking process emphasizing
the above, goal-. The physical appear.ance of a character will

be designated by the characfer'S sex,eight, weight, shape,
manner of;dress and manner of walking-or moving.

,1

2. Following -the discussion, the child, in a partner relations tit,

will listen to the old .English folk tale "Teeny' Tiny" read or
told'by the teaCher.* The childwill identify the characters:
the Teeny Tiny Woman? the Teeny Tiny Scarecrow, and-the Voice
Of the XT Scarecraw.,,.

0

.

*Ibid, p..

1.`
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A

8. The child, in a amal
the'Middle,Incidents
follows:'
(a) -Teeny-Tinyret
(b) Teeny Tiny goe

. clothes in the
(c) Teeny Tiny'ge

sleep.,

(d) ,Teeny Tiny is

asking for' it

(e) Teeny Tiny, is

-
group of four; will, discuse and

and the Endihi,Incident of the :story as

/'

rns--hotheand--,decidesshe-ia.-fireds-- ----

up'the stairs and puts, the S4trearow's

clOset,
p in bed.with'her.c16thes on to go to

0 '

,awakened bthe TT voice frOmthe cloiet /
clothes in .a teeny tiny voice.
frightened, hides her head in.the bed "

covers., and g es to sleep again.
A-secohd tim the TT voice from the closet asks for its.
clothes In al teeny tiny bit louder voice.

Teeny Tiny akes up, is more flustered: and, hides,her
head a bit farther down in the bed covers and goes to

sleep.
A-third tithe the TT votea froth the closet asks fOi its

clothes iriia teeny,tiny bit_louder voice.:
.

.

Ending Incident ..v ./;L'.--r I

(a) Teetiy wakes ug puts her, head buE of the covers and

tells the Voice in her loudest, teeny tiny voice, "TAKE

'EM!" 1' .1,P,-,,..4-

.,..7-

,
.

9. The child; working vithir,partner, will create a believable .,

character,
,concentrating oethe character's physical appearanCe

by improvising and acting_out the Middle-and Ending InCidents ,-

of the storyfor the other set ofpartnere.

,,,
,

. ,.... , ,
. .,:. .. , 4 -

--4,

10. After eachplaying,'th dhildren, as audience, will discuss ,'

with the players how the physical appearance Of-Teeny Tiny arid

the TT Scarecrow was shown through character actions,'or how

',the character's physical appearances may be improved through
. .

'action.
,

,

A
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'dom III , -
The student knows that the personality of the character' af ects the way
he or she acts.

/
/

EXPERIENCES:.

1.. The child will participatein a brief group discussion of
character development emphasiiing.the aboye goar Discussion
will focus' on how. feelings such as-fear, anger, joy 'or, loneliness

and 'lbw traits such as shyness, selfishness, kindness, friendliness,

courage or happiness affect the actions of the character.. ', 0

Z. Following the.discuskon, the child,; with a partner, Will
discuss the-.characters of Teeny Tiny and the TT Scarecrow from
the viewpoint of personality. Each child Will identify a '

strong feeling or a trait for a character. For example, Teeny,
Tiny may bA a thoughtful person who can't bear to see fine
clothes being wafted on a Scarecrow. The Scarecrow may-be,a
,fearful Scarecrow whodoesn't want his clothes taken and tries
to pull his arms and ead away from Teeny Tiny or Scarecrow
may be jolly and,tr es to communicate to Teeny Tiny not -to
take his clothes.

3)., :14 child and.a artner will develop a'believable character by
.,.(; 'concentrating o the character's personality and physical,

appearance while acting out each incident of:the-story. the
',partners, aerving as audience, will view and listen to the

players td observe character development as they act-out the
, 'incidents. Each set of partners will serve, in tdrn, as
--;41dyers and audience for ichother.-

r

.
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.,

03AWTINT _,- -, =..
,

*The student knows that character acts4 to a hieve a,goal.in-the

story.
,. .,

.
.

EXPERIENCES: . -. *,

/7--
.

..,
,,,,

.

)..% Thechild.Will participate in a brief roue disdUssion .oft :

.
'-character development in the ,plariiiikin process by emphaiiZing

the above goal. The story of'"Teeuy Tin " will be'used as the'
basis of discussion. . ..

The children will be asked to identify ihat,the/character of
, .. Teeny fYiny wants: (1),:in the Beginning Incidents (wants and-.

.

. takes carecrow's clothes; once Teeny Tiny sees the clothes . .

and she hides them in her clsei);' '(2) tn the Middle Incidents

i'

(wants to go to sleep and forget tha she has taken the clothes,...
that did not belong to her; when haunted by her actions'and

_

&waken:dhy'the Viiice, teeny Tiny wants, tb hide from her '-'

, accuse and she does by hiding in the covers); and, (3) iti'the
Ending',Incident"(witts to gain enough courage to tell her
accuserotake'the clothes which she does).

4
The children will be asked to identify what the TT S carecrow
Wants: .(l) in the Beginning Incident (wants -to keep her clothes
but is unable to communicate-to Teeny Tiny); (2) in the:Middle
Incidents (wantsto get teeny Tiny to realize she must return
theclothes and tries twice, each time in a louder, more -.

. 'persistent voice; and (3) in the' Ending Incident (wants to
convince Teeny Tiny that she must return the clothes by speaking
in aloud angrfrightening teeny tiny voice).

_ 2. _ In a, _procedure similar, to tha rdescrihed
,

for the _experiences
in Goais'ILand III, the child, in a partner relationship,

. will, create the character by improvising and concentrating on
.. 'what his/her character wants'and'does in the Beginning,.Middle

and Ending Incidents of the story.-

3. The chi ld, in a group of four, will act out the story for the

,
. others by concentrating attention on acting to get what each

ch racter wants and does in the story incidents. Children, as
a dience, will discuss the characters from the viewpoint of

. heir actions in relationship to their wants in 'each of the

story incidents. ,

.

4. Children, working in a..small group; will select. a story with
.tWo -or three characters,,; 'Together 'they will identify the

I

characters and the c racters' wants in the story incidents..

.2 They will select o.is to act out the characters, arrange a

space in the al-for the story setting and improvise the
characte, from the viewpoints of the characters' wants. The

nchild may decide whethee they wish to act out the story far
the entire class to communicate to the class the believability
of the characters from the viewpoint of acting in relationship

" to'characters' wants. If they decide to act out the story,- the
children, as audience, will evaluate their efforts in relationship
to the primary goal.-

6 7
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WAL V
The student is a4e to participate in a-variety of believable

character roles.

EXPERIENCES:

1. Thei child will participate in a brief,group'discuision recalling
4,,th4 a character is built by concentrating on theCuter and ,

.,..'4;4801iitir self of the character and by acting to get what the

T character wants'. in the Beginning, Middle andEnding,Incidents..

In 44procedure similar to that used in the experiences for
'Goals II, III and IV, the child, in a small group, will create
a character by concentrating on the-three aspects of the
ch racter as he acts out Plot Incidents.in several stories.

3. e child will develop believable characters by using puppets'
d improVIsing dialogue and action in relationship to the
aracters1 personalities and desires in the incidents of the

tory.

J.

08.
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,Learning Concept

THEME
EXPLORATION

" A play always expresses a basic idea about life. This basic'idea has
been referred to as the theme, the truth, the spine, the heart, the
"point" of the play. The key to undersyanding the theme is to know that

it through the action of the play-end the developmentOf the
cha Cte S.

1

The theme is the basic,idea that the playwright or playMakeri want to
express through the play.

69
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GOALS

I. The student knows the t

II. The student knows the th
of the characters and the

is the main thought of the story.'.

ishown through the development
actions in the story.

III. The student is able to participate in playmaking using a variety
of themes.

s

A
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THEME

GOAL I
The student knows the theme is the main thought of the story.

EXPERIENCE:

The child will participate in a brief discussion of playmaking
emphasizing the theme as the main thought.of the play. It will

be explained that a play always has a theme or purpose which
expresses a basic thought about. life, a thought that is true

to human living. The theme is also shown through the characters

and their actions-in the play. Children will recall several familiar

stories such as "The Little Engine That Could," "The Three Billy
Goats Gruff" and several selected Aesop fables and will identify the

theme'ofeach.

71
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GOAL II

The student knows the'theme is shown through the development of the
characters and their actions in the story.

EXPERIENCES:

1. A story like "Teeny Tiny" can be used as the basis of discussion.
The child, in a partner relationship, will be asked to identify
the theme of "Teeny Tiny" by answering the following questions
concerned with the characters and their actions in the story:
a. What did Teeny Tiny do to start the problem of the play

(took or stole clothes from the Scarecrow)?
b. What did Teeny Tiny do in the middle of the play? Why

did she hide the clothes inithe closet And then hide
herself in the bed covers? What was she hiding from? Why
did she continue to hide herself farther in the covers
when the Voice, awakening her from her sleep, asked for
its clothes, not once, but twice, each time in a Voice
that flustered or haunted her?

c. In the Ending Incident why did Teeny Tiny put her head
out of the covers and speak in her loudestrice telling
her accuser to "TAKE 'EM"?

d. After the problem is set up in the story, why does the
Voice try to get back what Teeny Tiny has stolen? Why
does Teeny Tiny continue to hide and get more flustered
until her sudden change of action in the end?

e. What does this kind of action seem to be saying about the
whin thought of the story? Is the mein thought about
stealing, about being haunted, about having a "still
small voice" or a onscience that haunts you or won't let
you sleep?

2. Working with your partner, see how you can state the main
thought Of this story in one clear statementr. (Examples:
Stealing haunts the stealer. ' Taking something that is not
yours haunts you until you return it. A guilty person is
haunted by his/her conscience.)

7 2
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GOAL III
The.student is able to, artici ate in pliymaking using a variety of

themes.

EXPERIENCES: -<"

,l. The child, in a partner relationship, will improvise the
action and words for his or her character role in "Teeny Tiny"

for another pair of students.

2. Participating in a group of four, the child and partner will
reveal the theme by improvising the action and words for the
characters in "Teeny Tiny." The children,' serving as audience,

will observe the play as it is acted out to determine whether
the players communicate the theme.

3. Student voluAteers_will perform the above experiences for the
entire.group. -In group discussion, the children will discuss.
and decide on the accuracy of the identified theme and, when
necessary, will revise the theme until it clearly reflects the
play's intent (playwriter).

4. The child, in a partner relationship, will identify the theme,
of a stage play,'a television play, a play script.

7:3
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DIALOGUE
EXPLORATION

Learning Concept

Dialogue is what a character says. Dialogue is a chief means by

which playmakers develop characters,. plot and theme. A character

May talk about what is happening, why it is happening, what

is wished or planned or what related incident has happened.

Playmakers must be certain that a character speaks honestly as if

in the particular place, time and situation of the play. Further-

more, playmakers should act as if motivated by particular desires

in the incidents and actions of the play. Playmakers also use

dialogue to develop a character by having other characters talk

about the character.

z



GOALS

I. The student knows that_dialogue, or what is said, helps'to develop
the characters.

II. The student knows that dialogue helps to advance the plot.

III. The student is able to improvise dialogue to develop a character.

I

IV. The student is able to improvise dialogue to develop a vivid image
of a character.

-
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GOAL I

The student knows that dialogue, or what is said, helps to develop
the characters.

EXPERIENCES;

1. The child will participate in a brief group discussion concerning
the use of dialogue in the playmakpg;process to develop a
character.

2. The child, in a partner relationship, will listen again to the
story of "Teeny Tiny" and will be asked to idatify how.the
two speeches-of Teeny Tiny and the three speeches of the VOce
serve to reveal and develop each character.

3. In a small group, children will read the story of the "Three
Billy Goats Gruff." Each child will select a character. in the
story for which he or she will read the character's dialogue.
One child will read the narrative aspects of the story.

4. After reading the story, each ^child will identify characteristics
of his or her particular character revealed through the dialogue
by describing for the other the personality, physical appearance
and chief desire (want) of the character. The narrator will
determine the accuracy of each child's description by referring
to the dialogue in the story.

5. A similar procedure may be followed with stories selected by
the children or listened to from a recording.

two.

7'6
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GOAL II k

The student'knows that,dialogue helps to advance the plot.

EXPERIENCES:

t. The h ld will participate in a brief group discniSion concerning
the use of dialogue. in the playmaking process, to develop the
plot and keep the story moving forward to its conclusion.

, 2. In a small group, the child will read the story of "Three
Billy Goats Gruff." Each child will select a character in the
story for'which,he or she will read the character's dialogue.
One child will read the narrative aspect's of the story.

3. After reading the story, each child will identify by stating
specific was in which that particular character, through
dialogue, serves to advance the plot to keep the story moving
forWard.

4. Ina similar procedure the child, with &small peer group of
five members, may read the story of "Goldilocks and the Three
Bears." Older children may read "The'Conjure Wives," "The
Stone in the Road.",*

1

-

*See Winifred Ward, Stories to Dramatize, Anchorage, Itentucky,
Anchorage Press, 1952.
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GOAL III
The student is able to.

EXPERIENCES':

rovise -dialogue to develop a character.

1. The child will participate in a brief group discussion concerning'
the use of improvised dialogue in the playmaking process to,
develop a character.

2. Using the story of "Teeny Tiny," the child, with a partner,
will improvise dialogue for the'character of Teeny Tiny to
develop the character's personality and motivatiod:for taking
the Scarecrow's clothes. (Suggestions: Perhaps the character
is extremely poor and needs clothes to keep warm; perhaps she,
is extremely frugal and finds the clothes far too expensive to
be wasted on a scarecrdw; orperhaps She is selfish and vain
and finds the Scarecrow's bonnet and dress a color that becomes
her.)

.

l'6'otherchild,Will improvise nonverbal dialogue for Teeny
Tiny Scarecrow 11 tries to communicate to Teeny;Tiny not to
take its clothes. *(Suggestkons: the Scarecrow's

be similar to its way,of-coilminnicating to "crows not to take
garden stuff--that is, through movements, caused by thewina to
»toss its bonnet, scarf, npton,,sleeves, pants or skirt.)

3. Using the story of "The Conjure Wives," the child, in a group
of five, will improvise dialogue for the characters in the
opening incident which states.... "a lot of old Conjure wives
was a sittin' by the fire and a cookin' a big supper for
theirselves.. an a talkin' about the spellskthey was a going
to weave 'long come midnight." *

4. After the children have improvised the dialogue to develop the:'.:
characters of the "Conjure Wives" in the opening incident
the story, they will improvise the same incident"for/the rest
of the class to comnunicate believable Oharact'arq,'Aile children,
as audience, will observe to deterAdeAfAeChavacters are
believable as revealed through the,improvlsed dialogue. When
necessary, suggestions will be given to help the players to
strengthen the characters through. dialogue.

.;

*Ibid, p. 157.
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The studeni.is able to. improvise dialogue to advance the plot4P

.% .

A f

EXPERIENCES:

1. The child will participate in a brief group discussion concerning
the use, of dialogue in the playmaking process to advancA the
plot of the story.

The
child, in a sma0rOup,,will'read the story of "Three ..

Billy Goats Gruff..." ch-child /vill select a character in the
story and read ehe character's dialogue. One child will read
the narrative aspects ofthe story.

Afterreading the story, each child will identify specific
'statements'of dialogue spoken by the character that serve to
move the story forward. .Note: Older children may folloW the
same procedure when reading the stories of "The Conjure, Wives"
and,"The Mdsicians 4f Bremen." In each instance the child who
reads the narrative aspects of the story, along with the
others, will Aeteriine the accurdcy of each child's statements.'

A. The child, working in a small group, will become a character
who is in a group-of survivors in distressed boat at sea.
-he survivors are up against a sto sea,'lbss of food and
water and with no way to communi ate to others. It appears as
if they are many miles.fromland and each one-wants desperately
to survive. The group will Aecide who they,are as survivors:
For example, they m4y be a family,,a fishing crew, sailors,
pirates, voyagers,-to a new land; etc. 'Once the group,haa
decided who they are, each child will-choose a' charaEter
within the group and'a relationship to the members of the
group. Each child. will then improvise dialogue to 'Move the
plot into.the Middle,Incidentd where the characters stiuggle
to get what they most.want (food3-communication; the boat

k.repaired and sailing toward land, the storm toqutet down,
etc.).

1'

5. After the group members have improvised dialogue to advance
the plot, they will improvise the same Middlelncidents foi
the rest of the class to communicate dialogue that advances
the plot. The children, as audience will observe, to determine,'
if the characters, are believable"and if their improvised
dialogue serves to advance the plot. When necessary, suggestions
will be given to,help the players/aim to strengthen the improvised

4 dialogue: 1 .\

& r
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GOAL V
The student is able to improvide dialogue to develop a vivid image
of a character.i400,-:

EXPERIENCES:

1. The child will participate in a brief grOup discussion concerning
. the, use of dialogue in the playmaking process to develop an

image of another character.

2. The children will listen to the story of "Jack and the Beanstalk"
read or told by the teacher, by a child or from a recording.
After hearing the story the children will identify the character-
istics of the character of the Giant as first described by
the... lady'at the top of the Beanstalk who was "elegantly
clad and carried a white wand, at the top of which sat a
peacock of pure 'gold."

3. The child and a partner will 4mprovise the dialogue of the
lady who speaks to Jack, develops for him a vivid image of the
'character of the Giant, and then seeks Jacks promise to obey
her. After the initial experience, in improvising dialogue,
the children will reverse roles.

4. Continuing with the story of "Jack and the Beanstalk the
partners will listen again to the passage'inmhich Jack meets
the Giant's Wife at the door of the large mansion. When Jack
asks for a night's lodging and begs for a morsel of,bread,' the
Wife expresses surprise and desciibes-ber'husband as "a powerfhl
giant who.would never eat anything but humam,flesh,'if he \\

could possibly get it; that he would walk fifty miles to
procure it, usually being, out the whole day for that purpose."

5. After listening to the story, the partners will imagine themselves
to be the characters of the, Giant's Wife and Jack, The child,
as the character Of the Wife, will respond to Jack's'questions
and improvise in the gharfmter of Jack, will listen to the
Wife's mprovised dialogue describing the Giant and. will
improvise dialogue to gain entrance to the Giant's mansion.

o

6. Children will be asked to read stories or-single episodes top
identify' incidents in which a character develops-a vivid image
'of another-character through dialdgue.

0
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AUDIENCE

Learning in the role of audience is natural to a child. In his daily

Jiving he listens, sees and uses data he gathers. A young child generally

asks a parent to be the audience for expression through "dramatic play."

driving

example, a three-year-old may ask a parent to "Watch me. I'm Daddy.

driving the car." Immediately following his absorption in this play a

gc ild generally asks for a response from his parent with a question or

a comment.

1

Even kindergarteners who enjoy "dramatic play" in small group experiences
frequently invite their teachet and interested classmates to watch

as hey spontaneously improvise their "playing" again and again. Players

are \pleased with audience response whether it is nonverbal, such as

appl use, or verbal comments from the teacher and peers. Children also

enjo the experience of being an audience and of having a small audience

of p ers watch their expressive activities, once they are familiar with

the of the drama activities and procedures.

Instruc- It is the teacher's responsibility to integrate a child's learning in

tional the rale of audience with the learning in the roles of actor and playmaker.
guidelines .Whenev r the teacher determines that individuals are ready to assume

such r sponsibilities, the audience role is introduced.

The fo lowing guidelines should be considered to establish a learning

enviro ent that is relaxed, enjoyable and yet alWays focused on a

purpose

1. The audience should consist of a small group ofTeers who
listen and view learning activities of others. Sze of an
audience should remain flexible. It may change from a sm 11

group of four or five watching another small group to half of

the entire group watching the other half, or an entire g oup

watching two or three participants. Or, when children wprk in

pair, relationship, one child may serve as an audience/of one

for his partner.

2. Membership of audience groups should change frequently!
Students should be given occasional opportunities_ to choose
the membership of a group. However, a teacher should alternate
the roles of the audience group with that of the participating
group' whenever it is feasible.

,

3. A teacher should clarify the goals for the audience group. In

lateratages a. teacher should ask a child in the group to. ,

,paraphrase the task. Although the audience task is directly

related to the task of the participants, children in the
audience need always to know the specific purpose to which .

they focus their attention.

4. Followihg an activity, participants and audience should be
organized into a seating arrangement that allows for maxittiim ,

verbal interaction. For example, small group audiences will

gdherally be organize in circular seating arrangement with

the participants. DeNnding on the kind of physical facilities;
children may sit on the floor in the playing space or in
chairs arranged in a circular formation.

- 85 - 81



'5. The teacher guides audience discussion to establIah guidelines
for the processes of evaluation and discussion. In later
st ges audience and participants may conduct group discussion
wit ut the help of the teacher.'

Evaluation is the process by which progress toward a student's
achievement of the draia goals is determined. The opicjof
discussion focuses-on the goal that the participants sought to
achieve. , 1'

The teacher guides Students to assess a participant's activity
on:the following basis: (a) whether the participant reached
the goal, (b) his/her efforts, (c) concentration, (0) inventive-
ness and (e) a suggestion to assist the participant.

Children who participate in an activity should have the
opportunity to evaluate themselves. Evaluation based on a
student's opinion and response to his or her own efforts to
achieve a goal can provide indications of individual progress.
Children should be encouraged to express the degree of satis-
faction with their own progress and to'help determine the.
focus of the next immediate experience and for following
lessons..

At'the conclusion of each class session, evaluatidn'shoul4
proVide'an opportunity for each student,to make an assessment
regarding his/her progress toward the goals. Pereongl evalua-
tion leads, often, to a desire en the part of an individual
to work entasks outside of class In order to overcome his/her
acknowledge shortcomings.

In the discussion process, 'a teacher guides by encouraging each
child to (a) contributes response, (brkkeepthe discussion'
focused on evaludtion of the goals, (E) avoid interrupting

ether student who is speaking and '(d) summarize the discus-
On with, conclusions evolved from the group. In 'introductory

saes, a teacher focuses the evaluation directly to whether'
'43artidipants reached the goal and for suggestions to
et participants,in achieving the goal. A teachei'does not

of"to,try to_guide children to evaluate all points in every
ussion.

,

DIre estioning is used. For example, in,a MOVEMENT ACTIVITY
pail is are asked to "Skip from where you are to the end
of th and back again as quickly and as lightly as you
can wi out touching or bumping into anyone." Following this
experience, a teacher asks the audience what theplayers set
out to do. "Did the player you watched succeed in'doing it?"
Children are encouraged to contribute honestly/ If inter-
ruptions occur a teacher explains that:it is necessary to wait
to speak until another person:has finished speaking. If

child states that the obseiVed child skipped quickly but
did not skip lightly, a teacher should ask for suggestions to
help the participant concentrate to accomplish the task.

1
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o' sion. 'A teacher aims to keep the discussion dynamic and
limited to a short, purposeful evaluation. Through guidance,

each child in the audience should be given an opportunity to
contribute, so each participant in the Activity receives
ufeqdback.11 'A teacher concludes a discussion by summarizing

the main points.

6. ,Following the evaluative discussion the roles of,the partic-

ipants and the audience are alternated. ThroughTa continual
interchange of learningroles, each child develops and learns,
from the variety of experience.

7. Concurrent with the learning activities in'the claisroom) each .
child needs the experience of being an audience for theatre
productions of aesthetic excellence at regular intervals.
Ideally, three theatre experiences in the role of audience
during a school year serve aq outstanding models for a child's

learning. In addition, they serve to convey to a child the-
significance of-the broad field of the art of drama, and may
help him perceive a relationship between drama and life as *`

well as between drama and his activities in the classroom,

An, open-ended questioning technique is used frequently to
encourage divergent thinking, and to encourage children to
elaborate or clarify a verbal response.- For example, in
re onse to a.direct question as to whether a participant
reac' d a goal, a child may respond', "Jimmy didn't, he goofed.",

In re onsep of this nature, a teacher asks a child to explain

further to clarify what is.maant. A teacher follows

through by 1411 for suggestions as how to help the child.

Bechuse of t -ctive nature of e uation,,a teacher

should preface question with a comma t that lets the child

understand the nat e of his or her behavior.

A teacher should control e length of time for group discus-

The above glaidelines can be used, then, to help children
achieve the outcomes of the goals listed on the foqoyipg,page.

r.



GOALS

I. The student knows that the purpose of the audience is to
view, listen and enjoy the activity of the participants.

The student knows that an apence'responds to drama
activity spontaneously with applause and ot an.s_of

nonverbal communication to the participants.

III. The student knows that an audience member responds to
drama activity with evaluative comments to participants
following'the activity..

IV. The student knows that an.evaluative response aims to
assess a participant-'s achievgment of the task in relation-
ship to: effort, concentration, suggestions to assist
the participant's improvement.

V. The student knows that in a group discussion each member
of the group cooperates in four ways by cont ibuting,
staying on the subject, avoiding interruptiorJ,s and

summarizing the discussion.

VI. The studeni is able to evaluate a theatre exp,ri
describing his/her personal emotional response to the
play, and to hiS/her acquired knowledge of act#g and
playmaking concepts.

student is able'to evaluate a theatre experience.
througt his/her understandineof fo of the elements.

of playmaking: plot, character, theme,e, dialogue.

"NO

*
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This bibliography has been selected and compiled by students in a Drama
Course at the University of Washington;/Drama in the.Elementary School,
under the instruction of Professor Geraldine B. Siks.

The students, Drama Teaching Majors - Elementary School, selected the books
from the viewpoints of theory, practical application and availability of books
to classroom teachers. The student's name follows the annotation of a par-
ticular book.

The07,AeBackground,

Ginsburg, Herber and Sylvia Opper, Piaget's Theory of Intellectual Develop-
., ment--An Introduction, Prentice-Hall Inc.,11969.

Ginsburg and Opper's book is an excellent resource text for the layman of
*child psychoiogy.144 defines in simple terms Piagetvs four stages of a child's
intellectual development --sensorimotor, pre-operational, concrete operational
and formal operatic 1. It delves briefly into methods Piaget used to derive

1 his theory and shows how his_theory relates to the education of a child.
eel that this boo is necessary in understanding the place of drama in the

re ucation of a c ild. By carefully studying Piaget's experiments, one sees
o rama applies to intellectual development.

--Judith Mara Rifkin

Maier, Henry W., Three Theories of Child Development, Harper and Row
Publishers, 1965.

The theories of Erik H. Erikson, Jean Piaget, and Robert R..Sears are presented
together With some of fhe implications of these theories for guiding professional
practices. Each theory summarized presents a synthe, s of all the work of
each theorist. Technical terminology is employed b t adequately explained.
The explanations of each theorist, both in theory d in practice, separate or
as a part of an integrated whole, are easily and stood and appropriate for
practice.

--Louisa Betts Steele

Jones,itoberrEdmond, The Dramatic Imagination, Duell, Sloan.and Pearce, 1941.

A volume that challenges the use of the dramatic imagination and illustrates
what it may do to enhance drama and theatre arts. Jones inspires as he st
simplicity and the tower of the dramatic imagination to stimulate the in:gine-
tion,of others, particularly those in an audience. A brief history of the
theatre, and a (look at its future, preface the use of the imagination in stage
designing, costuming and lighting in chapters 4, 5, 6.4p.

'''---Sandy Dodge

Moffett, James, Teaching the Universe of Discourse, Houghton M3 lin Co., 1968.

Moffett proposes a theory of discourse - a rationale for English ching used
in A St/dpnt-CenteAd LanguageArts Curriculgq with "drama as the trix o
alllanguage activities.' He admits his thpry awaits improvement and comple-
tion)by other minds. He stresses the'realiAtion that proper language mangy
ipulation,is best taughteihroughnaturalism or usage. Moffett'devotes a
comprehensive chaptai to: "Dramas What is Happening." He indicates how drama
elements find processes may be used ,t "expand a child's verbal and cognitif
lOPcapacities across the whole spect ru of discourse." This book can provide
insight for every teacher of every subject, leading to.the eventual harmony of

the entire school curriculum.
8 5
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Moffett, James, A Student-Centered Language Arts Curriculum, Grades K-13: A
Handbook for Teachers, Houghton.Mifflin Co., 1968.

., 1

The handbook is for teachers on the job, student teachers and all others
0

concerned with teaching the language arts. Moffett explains that the handbook
describes and illustrates particular langthige activities that students and
teachers will engage in from kindergarten into college. The program as outlined
is meant to be integrated both in the sense that continuity is, sustained from
one general stage of growth to another and in the sense that reading, speech,
literature, drama, composition and language are learned by means of each other
and-interrelated to the point of effacing some conventional categories of the
field. Featuring the learner's own production of language, and not incarnated
in textbooks, this curriculum adjusts automaticallrto the students at hand.

:L'Geraldine B. Siks

Schwartz, Dorothy Thames and Dorothy Aldrich, eds., Give Them Roots and Wings,
A gdIde to Drama in the Elementary Grades, Alabama State Department of Educa-
tion, 1972.

A very good'source of practical information for anyone interested inkreative
dramatics. There are ideas.for activities and sources of information in the
areas of Pantomime), Movement, Sensitivityl_Characteritation/Improvisation,

Dialogue/Vocalization and Dramatic, F-oft-T Activities are presented far both .

ilA

primary and intern diate?school levels., InclUdgd is, a glossary for clarification
of terms, a chec ist for evaluation and an annotated bibliography. The guide
is very usable, practical and becomes 3gotd stimulus for individualization
of ideas.

--Wendy Dolan

Roberts, Vera Mowry, The Nature Of Theatre, Harper,& Row Publishers, 1971.

Although Roberts focuses directly on the nature of theatre she provides also a
clear insight into the nature of art and the nature of drama. The book is
organized in five sections, Parts I and II should be required reading for all
teachers concerned with creative drama and theatre with children.

--Geraldine B. Siks

PLAY ACTING (Movement Eiploration and Improvisation)

Barlin, Anne and Paul, The Art of Learning Through Movement, The Ward Ritchie
Press, 1971.

The authors h ve designed "a teacher's manual of movement for students of all
ages." Chapters are made up of related exercises organized into groups.
Along with each-exercise is the age level for which it appears to be best
suited. If one exercise can be presented to more than one age group, two ways
of presenting it are given. The authors show how to use imagination to motivate
physical movement. There are exercises for individuals,, pairs and groups.
The exercises not 'only build body coordination, they help the child build his
awareness of himself and others.

--Jane Gurtner

8(3
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"To see the childfen" as one of the chapter's headings-states, this quote
-states succinctly the focal point of the hook. ;rife author describes his

experience with a 13 week Creative Dramatica,WOrkshop for a group of children,
8-11 years old. Activities and techniques,are explained but the emphasis is
on the children, their needs, inner desires_ and their creative playtaking.

The author describes a game called "I am your Master" that is _planned partly
to give painfully shy Donald an opportunity to assert himself. Through
"dramitic play" the children reveal their emotions and satisfy basic needs.
Joyce, who is otherwise aloof, reveals her grief and unhappiness over her
father's death, although it is not immediately apparent why she is so unhappy.
"To' see the children," through the author's eyes, it becomes apparent that the

Workshop was successful.
- -Peggy Jayne Peterson

Dimondstiin, Geraldine, Children Dance in the Classroom, Macmillan Co., 1971.

Dr. Dimondstein bases this useful guidebook on the Laban theory of movement,
within a framework based upon the concepts of the body in space in time with

force. The value of including dance in the curriculum as Dimondstein sees it
is "in helping children achieve an awareness of the importance of organizing
their emotions and of communicating them through the forms of movement."
Dance is an experience in communicating with the body rather than with speech.
Children become involved in finding their own solutions to creative dance
problems in the main areas of space, time and force. Many examples of the

types of dance problems used in this process-approach are included. This

book, which can serve either as a guide or a source book, is of particular
value to the classroom teacher who wishes to increase his or her knowledge of

dance as another medium of self-expression and communication.
- -Jeff Brewster

Hackett, Lane C. and Robert G. Jenson, A Guide to Movement-Exploration, Peek
Publications, 1966 (1971).

A practical teaching guide with listed activities and lesson
basic movement skills. The book approaches the subject with
enabling all children to explore movement with enjoyment and

-Ann

plans that introduce
enthusiasm,
satisfaction.
Maureen McCarty

Schorr, Evelyn L., Movement Experiences for Children: Curriculum and Methods

for Elementary Scho3f7F5WICal Education. AppletonCentury -CrOfts,

A comprehensive guide to planning and implementing a developmental physical,
education program for children from kindergarten' through eighth grade. The

main emphasis is on the understanding of movement and of the wide movement
experiences proposed for today's elementary school child. The book is divided

into four major sections. Part I provides an overview. Part II copcerns he

teaching process, principles of motor learning and methods to implem them,

practical suggestions for organizing content and class, presentation d the

process of,evaluation. Part III serves as a source of information concerning

the foundations of all movement skills. InclUded in Part IV are the1experiences
or theactivity content, through which the broader skills, concepts and
understandings are developed-and reinforced. An excellent book for teachers
iAterested in developing more skills in the teaching of movement to children.

--Kenneth Tuggle

E W
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Moore, Sonia, The Stanislayski System, The Viking Press, 1960.

Although "the method" and "method actor" are phrases that have becomei, quite
commonly used, they are generally used without a full understanding of what
they mean. Stanislayski's system is frequently misrepresented in our country
today. Sonia Moore does much to clarify the teachings behind the system in
a clear, concise manner. This book is not just for actors. It is for
everyone who wants better understanding of human actions, reactions and the
possible reasons behind them. Exercises contained in the book can be valuable
for teachers and their students of all ages. A teacher with insight into
the significance of mind and action can do much to help child, understand
themselves. The Stanislayski System provides a pathway to thirtnsight.

Spolin, Viola, Improvisation for the Theatre, A Handbook of Teaching and
Directing Techniques, Northwestern University Press, 1963.

This handbook and workshop approach may be used effectively with children,
adults'and professionals concerned with the creative experience of improvisation.
The handbockis divided into three parts. The first is concerned with the
theory and foundations for teaching and directing, the second with an outline
of workshop exercises and the third with special comments on children in
the theatre. If followed through in its entirety, it can only produce
results of the highest form for all persons involved. Spolin's clear and
simply' stated text covers all aspects of the teaching-learning process. A
vivid example 'of SpolIn's style is that the language used is immediately
established by a definition of Terms to Use. Not only is the vocabulary
defined, but an explanation of how and why each term is used is supplied.
The author concisely brings into focus crucial psychological influences of ,---

child development and explains how to use them in the teacher-learner process.
The Workshop Exercises (equivalent to the more' common known terms: lesson
plan) are specific in their instructions and objectives, and a pleasure for
the teacher who is interested in achieving concrete goals. The book is
brilliantly arranged, clearly written and geared to practical ends.

--Anne Postma

Way, Brian, Development Through.Drama, Longmans Green Ltd., 1967.

A basic handbook for use in drama in education. Way h-ts put together theory
and activities in a congruent whole. He explores with,ativities, eachof
the following in separate chapters: Imagination, Movement, Sound, Speech,
Characterization, Improvisation and Playmaking. Each chapter serves to
spark new ideas in the teacher who reads with an open and active mind. This
book is a must for anyone interested in child development 'through drama.

Louisa)etts Steele

PLAYMAKING

Byers, Ruth, Creating Theatre, nity University Press, 1908,

This is the second publi Ion in the Paul Baker Studies it Theatre series.
Based on tgneprtmi 14reative'playwriting is a means of activating the
creative procestl, a bo describes particular stein in the process of
originating a develop ng ideas for play creation, play writing and play
productiaal, The techn ques utilize the child's natural inclinations to
'imagine -"fo invent,an to prettnd as pointsof departure for more expansive
ac ties. This serves as an excellent guidebook &it developihg original
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plays with children. Nine original scripts are included to -6 v v ut.e

100

the success of Ku 'h byer s iaeas.
- -Jeff Brewster

Pierini, Mary Paul Francis, Creative Dramatics, A Gu defor Educators,

Herder & Herder, 1971.

The author presents s pecific methods for providing children with profitable

experiences through three approaches to creative dramatics--by way of action,

as an art and through storytelling. Each approach is accompanied by step-by-

step activities for preschoolers through young adults. The test is accented

with abstract black and white illustrations.
--Jan M. Little

Siks, Geraldine Brain, Creative Dramatics-An Art for Childrtn, Harper & Row

1
Publishers, 1958.

Siks confirms a unique understanding of children in a text with appeal not

only to educators, but to everyone interested in stimulating children's

creativity. She answers concisely the question, "What is creative dramatics?"

and points out basic eeds of children. In chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 she

offers an undeiStan ng of the art of drama, qualities that identify the

creative leader, intr ductory materials to use and guidance techniques to

motivate children. App ndices include additional bibliographic source%
and story materials for use in creative dramatics. Indexed.

--Sandy Dodge

Siks, Geraldint-Brain, Children's Literature for Dramatization, Harper &

Row Publishers, 1964.

This anthology
dramatization.
action, poetry
for young chi

of children's literature is just as the title implies, for

The ok is divided into five sections: poetry inviting

in ting characterization, poetry motivating conflict, stories

en and stories for older children. Before each of the 136

different potms and stories, )Siks has inserted a short suggestion to help in

the dramatization of the panacular work. The appendix breaks down the

verses/and stories into seasons where they may be best used. Also, they are

organized into age groUps to facilitate use by the classroom teacher. While

certainly not being the final source for children's literature, this book is

an extremely handy source for the teacher wanting to lead his charges in

dramatic; experience.
---Peter S. Blake

Tyat, Billi, Child Drama in Action-A Practical Manual for Teachers, Gage

Educational Publishing-Ltd., 1971.

For,thp beginning or untrained teacher of drama 'in the elementary school,

this book is an outstanding guide. Tyas.completely,boutlines twenty-two

different, drat units, each of which has its own!Specific educational objective
based-on different concepts of drama (i.e. developing imagination through
movement and language or developing'an awareness of space relationships).

Tyas recommends that a teacher use these lesson guides as inspiration rather

than following them exactly. Also provided is an excellent bibliography or
records and books useful in planning and implementing creative dramatics in

the classroom.
- -Judith Mara Rifkin

8



a 111 ama eatre Pmvs-,--1952

A valuable source book for story material'useful for classroom' dramatization.
The first three chapters offer leaders of creative dramatics advice in choosing

material, presenting the story, selecting the cast and playing the scene. One
hundred and four stories, tales, legends and poems are presented according to
their appeal to different age groups and are accompanied with suggested ways to
utilize the material. A final chapter lists additional "stories, ideas for inte-
grated projects and a bibliography for further reference. Indexed.

--Jan M. Little
-

.

Ward, Winifred, Vlaymaking with 0hildren..from IlCinstergarten through Junior High
School, 2nd ed., Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1957.

Although the revision was written in 1957, this textbook is still valuable and
current for classroom teachers of children's drama. Topics covered include
improvisation, literature for playmaking, play structure, speech improvement and.
playmaking in religious education, recreation and therapy. A suggested bibliog-
raphy for further-reference and Useful story and record list are included..
Indexed.

4,

--Jan M. Little

Wagner,-Jaarnine and Kitty Baker, A Place fdr Ideasi Our Theatre, Principii
Press of Trinity University, 1965.

This book is a collage of ideas-in-action presented as they occurin the Chil-
dren's`Theatre work at Trinity University under the-direction of the authors.
Here children explore many different media as each individual discovers his/her
awn vocabulary of expression--art, writing, acting, movement and music. Each
work ptesented is respected for what it TS, an experience in learning. Many.

photographs of children involved_in the creative experiences of theatre are
included.

PLAY PRODUCTION

--Sharon L. Weil

Barton, Lucy, Historic Cos_ tume for the Stage, Walter H. Baker Co..,, 1935.

An excellent reference for use in elementary as well as secondary schools.
Beginning with-the Egyptian period and progressing to the 20th century, Barton
provides a concise outline of the clothing transitions that covered the world.
Each chapter contains many smAJ.1 pen and ink drawings that compliment the text.
References to social custom, hair and" shoe styles,.decorative trim and popular
colors will aid the coatuming,,pf any production. The book provides practice ';do-
it-yourself" ideas to aid in capturing the savor of a period without authentic
materials. The text is,tediaps (at times),

r
--Nancy Christine Iremonger

Chilver, Peter, Staging a School PlaylHarper & ROW publishers; 1967..

This short (143 pages) book contains information primarily for the director of
the school play. The various (sections include-flexible staging, which includes
exaMples of how to adapt to different halls, and choosing the play, which gives
the director some idea of how to choose his production, givqn his limitations.
A section, devoted to the actor, shpuld be reoomMended reading for Any high
school of even college actor.-It gives certain guidelines that. the actor must
follow in order tá get'his character across the footlights. The last half of the

.
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book deals with the rehearsals, scenery, lighting, stage management and pub- ,

licity, dli.of which provide information that the director must be cognizant of.
THis'is a',very gpOd handbook for the high school and community director.

,- -Peter S. Blake

Dietrich, John E., Play Direction, Prentice Hall, Inc., 1-953.

This book is written to provide a clear introduction and overall picture for
beginning directors. However, it is also an'immediate aid in solving some common
directing problems and also a good reference for the more experienced director.
Organization of the book is extremely commendable making quick referencing to
specified concerns easy. Chapters 1, 2, 3, 12 and 13 may be especially helpful
to,a creative dramatics leader.

- -Jennifer L. Upton

Parker, 'Oren W. and Harvey K. Smith, Scene Design and Stage Lighting, Holt,

Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1963.

The authors provide an,introductory insight into the complex and creative pro-
cesses of scene design and stage lighting. For the children's drama teacher this
book emphasizes the principles that lie behind what is generally accepted as good
practices in_modern stage design.

- -&aldine B. Siks

Miller, James Hull, Self-Supporting Scenery for Children's Theatre and Grown-Ups'
Tool E.T. Tobey Co.

Miller, in dealing with scenery for an open stage, provides a philosophy as well
as an extremely practical description for constructitg scenery. He offers a
complete step-by-step procedure showing an amateur how he may build stage scenery
that is flexible, comparatively inexpensive and useful in a variety of whys.
Through diagrams and sketches the reader sees how the finished scenery may be
used or combined in innumerable, flexible combinations.

--Sharon L. Weil

Supplement
Physical Education
Guidelines for Teachers
Elementary Grades (K-6) ,

Prepared,by Superintendent of Public Instruction

Elementary Physical Education, edited by Dr. Victor P. Dauer

Physical Educational Materials from each of the IDEAS booklets
developed by the office of th Superintendent ofzPublic Instcrutigt,
Curriculum antd Instruction Division, it cooperation with,the'Thoia

- Public Schools and the Federal Way Public Schools.,
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